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The Ebenezer Seventh-day Adventist Church of Greenville, North Carolina, was 
organized 33 years ago and is located on the periphery of Pitt County. In the past five 
years, the church has baptized 27 people; however, 15 of them are currently missing. As a 
result, growth has been inconsistent and members have become concerned about the 
growth of God’s kingdom. A possible factor in this situation is the lack of a structure to 
retain members after baptism. The Gethsemane Seventh-day Adventist church in 2013 
held an evangelistic meeting in which 15 people were baptized. Only one person from the 






A three-method approach was used for retention at each church. This three-step 
strategy was discipleship classes, church involvement, and mentorship. Even though they 
varied in church and approach, our discipleship classes used weekly lessons on selected 
doctrines and church history. As pertains to church involvement, we attempted to assess 
each new member’s spiritual gift and place the individual in a ministry that 
complemented the gift. Our mentor program attempted to provide intentional fellowship 
by assigning older members with new members. 
 
Results 
At the end of the project, 11 new members signed up to be part of my project; 
seven of them were actually retained. Church involvement and a discipleship class were 
the top two major influences that helped in retention. However, due to the lack of new 
members baptized and participation and challenges in organizing the project from a 
leadership prospective, I cannot say that this is the absolute method that should be used, 
but is only a reflection of my personal experience. 
 
Conclusions 
This study does show that a structured environment, member involvement, and 
planning is important in retention. It also shows that retention is a holistic approach that 
commences even before the acquisition of the first new member is attempted. Therefore, 
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My project on retention of new members was implemented at the Ebenezer 
Seventh-day Adventist Church in Greenville, North Carolina, and was later extended to 
the Gethsemane Seventh-day Adventist Church in Kinston, North Carolina. I am 
currently the Senior Pastor of these churches and have been serving there for five years 
and six months. The Ebenezer Seventh-day Adventist Church was organized in 1979. It is 
predominantly African American and currently has a membership of 82, with an average 
of 40 in attendance on Sabbath. Those who attend regularly are predominantly builders 
and boomers, and a few millennials. The Ebenezer church is well known for its strong 
community presence at the homeless shelter and monthly giveaways. From my 
observation, Ebenezer has an aged leadership; however, more generation Xers are 
represented today. In the Pitt county area where Ebenezer is located there is another 
church called Greenville Seventh-day Adventist Church. 
 The Ebenezer church holds regular prayer meetings, Sabbath services, and 
business meetings on a weekly and monthly basis. The worship is conservative in nature, 
but has grown into a more expressive style in the past five years. The young adult 
population is noticeably small in comparison to the other generations. The population of 
Greenville is 86, 016 (United States Census Bureau, 2011). East Carolina University, a 
school well known for its medical research, is located in the heart of Greenville. From my 
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observations, Greenville is a heavily churched area in which Protestants make up the 
majority (Greenville, North Carolina, n.d.). The ethnic background of Greenville is 
diverse with 56.3% White and 37% Blacks (small in comparison to the other generations) 
(United States Census Bureau, 2011).   
The Gethsemane Seventh-day Adventist Church is an African American church 
founded in the mid 1930s with a membership of 81 and an average attendance of 50 on 
Sabbath. Those who attend are primarily builders and boomers. There are currently no 
active youth ministries at the church. In my observation, the Gethsemane Seventh-day 
Adventist church does have presence in the community, but has not maximized its 
efforts. The leadership is made up primarily of builders. The reason for this is the lack of 
young people who attend the church. The church holds regular prayer meetings, Sabbath 
services and constituency meetings. The worship service is very expressive and liberal in 
nature and has remained that way for many years. The total population in Kinston is 
21,677. The ethnic background is predominantly Black or African American alone at 
13,903 and Anglos 6,641 (small in comparison to the other generations) (United States 
Census Bureau, 2011). 
 
Statement of Problem 
The Ebenezer Seventh-day Adventist Church in Greenville was organized 33 
years ago and is located on the periphery of Pitt County. In the past five years, the church 
has baptized 27 people; however, 15 of them are currently missing. As result, growth has 
been inconsistent, and members have become concerned about the growth of God’s 
kingdom. A possible factor in this situation is the lack of a structure to retain members 
after baptism. As Tracy (2013), referencing Adventist researcher Monte Sahlin, aptly 
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said, it is “the main reason for the low rate of retention: personal problems and 
experiences” (para. 3). The Gethsemane Seventh-day Adventist church in 2013 held an 
evangelistic meeting in which 15 people were baptized. Only one new member from the 
15 is still a member of the church today. This is due to lack of a retention strategy at the 
church. 
Statement of the Task 
The task of this project was to develop and implement a strategy for retention of 
new members. This project was evaluated to observe whether new members were 
retained at the Ebenezer and Gethsemane Seventh-day Adventist Churches 
 
Delimitations of the Project 
This project was implemented at the Ebenezer and Gethsemane Seventh-day 
Adventist Churches in Greenville and Kinston, North Carolina. Only newly baptized 
members who signed up for the research after October 2014 were a part of the project. 
 
Description of Project Process 
The project process included building a theological foundation, reviewing recent 
literature, developing and implementing an intervention, and then evaluating and 
reporting the results within a selected research methodology and protocol.  
 
Theological Reflection 
In order to develop a theological basis for retention of new members, the 
following six topics were examined in both Scripture and the writings of Ellen G. White: 
The first part was the parable of the four soils (Matt 13:1-8, 19-23). In that section, a 
study was done showing how a person receives the Word and how it affects whether or 
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not a person remains a member of the church. The second section deals with the parable 
of the lost sheep and the lost coin in Luke 15:1-10 and shows principles of how God 
longs to keep what he has gained. The third section addresses Paul’s admonishment in 
Hebrews 10: 24-25 to love one another and not to forsake assembling together. There I 
saw a clear principle of how God wants his people to remain together and that 
abandoning each other can lead to great discouragement. The fourth section elucidates 
John 6:39 with a transparent desire by Christ to keep all that his Father has given him. 
The fifth section in Acts 2:41-42 reveals four principles that those who were newly 
baptized on the Day of Pentecost followed to help them assimilate into the body of 
Christ. The final section clarifies Matthew 28:19-20 in which I saw a clear call to a life-
long discipleship process that happens before and continues after baptism. The 
theological reflection paper concludes with highlights from the main points of the paper, 
recommendations, predictions, and questions as we, as a church embrace the biblical 
principles of retention.  
 
Literature Review 
The review itself has been divided into four sections with a focus of general 
themes from each source of literature. The sections are as follows: (a) the roles and 
responsibilities of the pastor and laity in new member retention, (b) church conflict and 
its effect on member retention, and (c) keys to assimilation of new member in churches. 
In the section on keys to assimilation, I emphasized four distinct methods: church 
involvement, community involvement, discipleship, and worship styles. (d) The final 
section deals with the world church viewpoint on member retention and thoughts on a 
brief interview with Dr. Freddie Russell, a Seventh-day Adventist pastor in the South 
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Atlantic Conference. Literature has been explored as it relates to strategies and trends on 
new member retention.  
 
Implementation of Project 
The strategy used to see if new members were retained revolved around three 
main methodologies. These strategies were discipleship classes, mentorship, and church 
involvement. Originally, other methods such as natural church development were to be 
added; however, these three were the focus of the strategy. As most evangelists know, in 
order to gain new members, one must baptize new members. Therefore, from fall 2014 to 
the summer of 2016, new members were added to the Ebenezer and Gethsemane 
Seventh-day Adventist Church. At both churches, a discipleship class, church 
involvement, and mentorship were attempted. In chapter 5, an interpretive narrative is 
given on the strategies for retention of new members. 
 
Research Methodology and Protocol 
To evaluate the effectiveness of each project focus group, questions and surveys 
were given to the new members to see if the strategy used influenced their retention and 
what strategy was most effective. Both churches did a Natural Church Development 
survey; however, due to time constraints, only one was taken for both churches. All those 
who participated in the survey were tracked for at least six to nine months.  
 
Definition of Terms 
In this section are listed terms and their definitions that will help clarify any 
ambiguity on how the word is being used. There are four distinct terms used. 
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Discipleship is a term used in the Bible to describe those who are students of 
God’s Word. In Chapter 4, I discuss the development of the disciple class in which new 
believers were taught God’s word post-baptism 
Bible Worker is a term used to describe those who traditionally introduce, teach, 
and prepare a person for baptism. These workers are seen especially three to four months 
before an evangelistic meeting and they work closely with the pastor and evangelist. 
Retention is a term used in this paper in connection with new members. The word 
means to “keep” or to “maintain.” Therefore, when this word is first used, it refers to 
those new members who remain present and involved after baptism. 
Reaping meeting is a term used to describe a meeting that is primarily aimed at 
inviting the pupil to be baptized and become a member of the church. 
 
Summary 
In summary, this introduction has given an overview of a difficult, but intriguing 
topic about my research on strategies for retention of new members. My prayer is that as 
others review and understand the theological foundation of retention, the strategies used 
in the project, and the results, they will be given a thirst to take into consideration the 
methodologies used in evangelism. My vision is that others will see that retention is not 












A THEOLOGY OF RETENTION OF NEW MEMBERS 
 
 
As I embark on this journey into the theology of retention of new members, I 
approach this subject with a level of willingness to change and an inclination to adapt 
whatever methods I am using in my evangelistic endeavors. Based on the research I have 
done and reflected on, I am convinced that retention of new members must be at the 
forefront when it to comes to baptizing souls. Ahn (2008) said that “if we miss the top 
priority, all of the other priorities will fail to fall into place” (p. 199). The truth is that it is 
a waste of time to baptize a person who is going to leave the next week or month. I am 
afraid that if we continue to be satisfied with pool-party evangelism where we dip people 
into the pool and allow them to walk out the door the next day, we are only half-heartedly 
engaged in God’s work. As we prepare to engage in this exciting topic, I pray that the 
reader will be motivated to see that the aftermath of baptism is equally important to the 
preparation for baptism.  
A theology of retention of new members in churches is clear, yet ambiguous 
throughout the Scriptures, where we see a clear command to evangelize as in Matthew 
28:19-20: “Go ye therefore and teach all nations, baptizing them in the name of the 
Father, Son, and Holy Ghost.” However, if the main thrust of this paper is retaining new 
members, where can we find the principle for such an activity to take place? Does what 
happen before baptism have anything to do with what happens after baptism? Once a 
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member has been baptized, according to Scripture, how does he or she assimilate into the 
overall body of Christ? Finally, what does Christ say about how He views His flock as it 
pertains to keeping what He has reaped? These and other questions will be answered 
throughout this theological reflection.  
The Bible does not use the words “new members,” although it outlines principles 
that can lead to in-depth thinking of how we conduct evangelism. In this paper, we will 
study five passages that guide us to an understanding of retaining what God has reaped. 
Each section is carefully examined to show biblical principles of how Christ desires to 
keep all those who come to Him. This desire is a holistic process that begins before 
baptism, involves leaders and members alike, and is continuous after baptism.  
The first part of this reflection pertains to the parable of the four soils (Matt 13:1-
8, 19-23). In this section, we see a theology of how a person receives the Word and how 
it affects whether a person remains a member of a church. The second section deals with 
the parable of the lost sheep and the lost coin in Luke 15:1-10, where we see principles of 
how God longs to keep what he has gained. The third section addresses Paul’s 
admonishment in Hebrews 10:24-25 to love one another and not to forsake assembling 
together. Here we see a clear principle of how God wants his people to remain together 
and that abandoning each other can lead to great discouragement. The fourth section 
elucidates John 6:39, with a transparent desire by Christ to keep all that his Father has 
given him. The fifth section in Acts 2:41-42 reveals four principles that those who were 




The final section clarifies Matthew 28:19-20, where we see a clear call to a life-
long discipleship process that happens before and continues after baptism. This paper 
concludes with highlights from the main points of the paper, recommendations, 
predictions, and questions as we, as a church, embrace the biblical principles of retention. 
The main thesis of this paper will show that the retention of new members is not an 
opinion or an axiom, but is based upon biblical principles found throughout Scripture. 
 
The Parable of the Sower 
This section begins with two passages in Matthew that present our first principle 
of new member retention:  
Then he told them many things in parables, saying: “A farmer went out to sow his 
seed. As he was scattering the seed, some fell along the path, and the birds came and 
ate it up. Some fell on rocky places, where it did not have much soil. It sprang up 
quickly, because the soil was shallow. But when the sun came up, the plants were 
scorched, and they withered because they had no root. Other seed fell among thorns, 
which grew up and choked the plants. Still other seed fell on good soil, where it 
produced a crop—a hundred, sixty or thirty times what was sown. Whoever has ears, 
let them hear.” (Matt 13:3-9 NIV) 
Listen then to what the parable of the sower means: When anyone hears the 
message about the kingdom and does not understand it, the evil one comes and 
snatches away what was sown in their heart. This is the seed sown along the path. The 
seed falling on rocky ground refers to someone who hears the word and at once 
receives it with joy. But since they have no root, they last only a short time. When 
trouble or persecution comes because of the word, they quickly fall away. The seed 
falling among the thorns refers to someone who hears the word, but the worries of 
this life and the deceitfulness of wealth choke the word, making it unfruitful. But the 
seed falling on good soil refers to someone who hears the word and understands it. 
This is the one who produces a crop, yielding a hundred, sixty or thirty times what 
was sown. (Matt 13:18-23 NIV) 
 
In the book of Matthew, Jesus presents a parable concerning the sowing of seeds 
and the condition of the soil. White (2003) stated:  
By the parable of the sower, Christ illustrates the things of the kingdom of heaven, 
and the work of the great Husbandman for His people. Like a sower in the field, He 
came to scatter the heavenly grain of truth. And His parable teaching itself was the 
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seed with which the most precious truths of His grace were sown. Because of its 
simplicity the parable of the sower has not been valued as it should be. From the 
natural seed cast into the soil, Christ desires to lead our minds to the gospel seed, the 
sowing of which results in bringing man back to his loyalty to God. He who gave the 
parable of the tiny seed is the Sovereign of heaven, and the same laws that govern 
earthly seed sowing govern the sowing of the seeds of truth. (p. 33) 
 
In this parable, we see individuals who are attempting to profit by the way they 
use the word of the gospel and the ensuing negative results; this behavior has been 
detrimental to the lives of many (Henry, 1994). 
 
Soil or Heart Preparation and 
Receiving the Word 
This parable teaches three reasons why a person does not receive the Word of 
God. The first is a lack of understanding; second, a lack of foundation in which the Word 
of God does not take root; and finally, the worries and deceitfulness of this life. The 
person who hears and understands is the one who bears fruit. A few words in this passage 
show a deeper relevance regarding the issue of membership retention. In verse 19, the 
word “hear” is used in connection with understands. This word “hear” does not merely 
refer to one who hears with physical ears, but to one who “pays attention to or obeys” 
(Swanson, 1997). This type of hearing is stated in Romans 10:17: “Consequently, faith 
comes from hearing the message, and the message is heard through the word about 
Christ.” In verse 19, two other terms refer to “understanding and snatch.” The Scripture is 
clear in verse 19 that the one who does not understand the wicked one will snatch. The 
Greek word for “understands” is synientos (Swanson, 1997), an active present tense verb 
(Heiser & Setterholm, 2013). The root word is iemi meaning “to loosen.” Therefore, this 
understanding that occurs in the believer is an active action that takes place in the heart of 
the believer. Since it is active, the Word that falls upon soil produces a literal result in the 
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believer’s life. It is also a participle, implying that this action should be continuous, not 
something that happens one time. The fact that it is a participle also means that when a 
person accepts the truth, it should be continuous in nature. Hedges (2018) asks, “What 
does it mean for us to abide in Jesus as branches in the vine? I believe three things are 
implied: connection, dependence, and continuance” (para. 3). The word “understand” 
means “realizing to the point of insight” (Swanson, 1997). This word is used 26 times in 
25 verses in the New Testament (Heiser & Setterholm, 2013). 
At the moment when someone accepts Christ, that individual has a new revelation 
of Christ and insight into various points of his or her life. According to Walton (2015), 
“Knowing our identity is in Christ is one thing, but understanding how that practically 
changes the way we live is another” (para. 6).  Verse 19 implies that if this does not 
happen, the Word of God will be snatched away. Ironically, this word “snatch” implies 
something that is seized or taken by force. The root of this word harpazo is the same 
word used to describe wolves in Matthew 7:15 (Swanson, 1997). It is also used 14 times 
in 14 verses in the New Testament (Heiser & Setterholm, 2013). 
If a new believer does not understand truth to the point where he/she experiences 
continuous life transformation, then, like a ravenous wolf, the Word of God will be 
snatched away. This principle has great application as it pertains to new member 
retention. If new members lack doctrinal understanding, their conviction concerning what 
they have learned will be short lived. In a General Conference official statement, 
“Conserving Membership Gains,” there are three main factors that dramatically impact 
keeping new members: (a) “they must be able to articulate their beliefs,” (b) “they must 
have friends within the congregation,” and (c) “they must engage in a personally-
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meaningful ministry” (General Conference, 2007, para. 7). As McChesney (2016) says, 
quoting G. T. Ng, “We have forgotten our collective responsibility and accountability to 
the new babes in Christ. After baptism, we leave them to sink or swim. But baptism is 
just the beginning of their Christian walk. The next step is discipleship, the goal of the 
Great Commission” (para. 8). Ng also indicated (para. 5) that “the latest figure indicates 
that 49 of every 100 new members eventually leave.” Center for Creative Ministry (2013) 
said, “The largest number who gave a specific reason for leaving the church cited lack of 
compassion for the hurting” (p. 19). The Twenty-first Century Adventist Retention Study 
Fact Sheet (2016) “indicates that there is “an alarming decline in the number of young 
adults who are actively involved in a local church in North America” (para. 3). The 
parable of the sower speaks clearly to the issue of doctrinal understanding being 
extremely important when it come to new members. Members stay based on these two 
principles, they hear and understand. We also have new members leaving because the 
Word of God has not taken root. In verses 20, 21, Jesus says people can receive the 
Word, but never take time for it to take root in their hearts. 
This word “root” is a basic cause for doing something or the reason behind it 
(Swanson, 1997). “In vascular plants, the root is the organ of a plant that typically lies 
below the surface of the soil” (“Root,” 2018, para. 1). The Bible states that they accept 
the Word, they find joy in it, but are never rooted. It is obvious when it comes to new 
members’ leaving the church that the Word of God has not become rooted in their hearts. 
Verse 22 reveals the heart condition of new believers who leave the church—worry and 
deceitfulness. The word “worry” refers to one who has anxiety over worldly things 
(Swanson, 1997). White (1977) stated, “Some are always fearful and borrowing trouble. 
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Every day they are surrounded with the tokens of God’s love” (p. 86). Therefore, we can 
see in this verse that if people understand the Word, but do not allow the Word to take 
root in their hearts and allow the cares and deceitfulness of sin to affect their lives, the 
result will be fruitless lives. What is the fruit that this verse refers to? Galatians 5:22-23 
states, “But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, forbearance, kindness, goodness, 
faithfulness, gentleness and self-control. Against such things there is no law” (NIV)  
In John 15, Jesus refers to fruit by saying:  
I am the true vine, and my Father is the gardener. He cuts off every branch in me that 
bears no fruit, while every branch that does bear fruit he prunes so that it will be even 
more fruitful. You are already clean because of the word I have spoken to you. 
Remain in me, as I also remain in you. No branch can bear fruit by itself; it must 
remain in the vine. Neither can you bear fruit unless you remain in me. (vv. 1-4 NIV) 
 
The Greek word for fruit is karpon (Swanson, 1997). Based on the context of Galatians 5, 
John 15, and Matthew 13, this fruit is none other than the character that comes from 
continually gaining insight into the truth and living a continuous life of victory in Christ. 
 
God Desires to Keep What He Has Reaped 
We turn now to Luke 15:4-10:   
Then Jesus told them this parable: “Suppose one of you has a hundred sheep and 
loses one of them. Doesn’t he leave the ninety-nine in the open country and go after 
the lost sheep until he finds it? And when he finds it, he joyfully puts it on his 
shoulders and goes home. Then he calls his friends and neighbors together and says, 
“Rejoice with me; I have found my lost sheep.” I tell you that in the same way there 
will be more rejoicing in heaven over one sinner who repents than over ninety-nine 
righteous persons who do not need to repent. Or suppose a woman has ten silver coins 
and loses one. Doesn’t she light a lamp, sweep the house and search carefully until 
she finds it? And when she finds it, she calls her friends and neighbors together and 
says, “Rejoice with me; I have found my lost coin.” In the same way, I tell you, there 
is rejoicing in the presence of the angels of God over one sinner who repents. (NIV) 
 
These parables can be applied to member retention because both the shepherd and 
the owner of the house pour substantial energy into gaining back what they lost because 
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they desire to keep what is theirs. MacDonald (1990) indicated that when the shepherd 
realizes that one of his sheep is lost, he leaves the 99 in the wilderness and goes out after 
the one until he finds it.  Is this not the issue of new member retention−a desire to keep 
what God has reaped? White (2003) stated: 
The parables of the lost sheep, the lost coin, and the prodigal son, bring out in distinct 
lines God's pitying love for those who are straying from Him. Although they have 
turned away from God, He does not leave them in their misery. He is full of kindness 
and tender pity toward all who are exposed to the temptations of the artful foe. (p. 
198) 
 
These two parables prove God’s desire to keep what He has reaped because of the 
efforts of those in the parables to gain back what they lost. The shepherds in the Middle 
East look after every sheep in their pastures. These shepherds have an obligation to make 
sure none is lost, killed, or injured (MacArthur, 2005). 
The shepherd realizes he has lost the sheep. The Bible says he leaves the ninety-
nine to go find one. The shepherd is responsible for losing the sheep and for gaining the 
sheep back. In Scripture, Jesus constantly references Himself as the Shepherd of God’s 
flock: In Psalm 23, David says, “The Lord is my shepherd” or John 10:11, Jesus says, “I 
am the good shepherd.”  As Christ’s church and as stated in Isaiah 53:6, “We all like 
sheep have gone astray.”   
The Bible states that God has designated pastors and church leaders alike as 
under-shepherds of His flock. Pascarella (2017, para. 1) states, “Pastors were called to 
shepherd the flock” (1 Peter 5:2). In fact, God holds us accountable for our shepherding 
 1 Peter 5:2-4 states: 
Feed the flock of God which is among you, taking the oversight thereof, not by 
constraint, but willingly; not for filthy lucre, but of a ready mind; Neither as being 
lords over God's heritage, but being examples to the flock. And when the chief 




The main responsibility of the under-shepherds is to keep the flock so that none stray 
away. Gilder (n.d.) indicates that congregations that lack a shepherd model of leadership 
will scatter and wander. 
It is highly important that a pastor mingle much with his people, that he may become 
acquainted with the different phases of human nature, readily understand the 
workings of the mind, adapt his teachings to the intellect of his people, and learn that 
grand charity possessed only by those who closely study the nature and needs of men. 
(White, 2002b, p. 266) 
 
The same applies to the owner of the lost coin. Again, we see a strong desire for 
the owner or leader to keep what he has reaped. In comparison to the lost sheep, the lost 
coin is missing in the house. Therefore, the reassurance is made that the lost will be found 
as long as the one looking searches diligently (Bailey, 1983): 
In this situation, it is a coin, but it is the same outcome. The sheep and the coin 
cannot tell the shepherd or the owner where they are located or their current condition. It 
is the owner’s responsibility to maintain the coin and not to lose the coin, which goes 
back to the same principle of leadership’s being one of the primary tools to use in order 
to keep what God has reaped. Therefore, in the lost sheep and coin, we see principles of 
retention in which leaders bear great responsibility for the sheep they lose and the coins 
that cannot be found. 
 
Do Not Forsake the Assembly of One Another 
Another principle of new member retention is found in Hebrews 10:25: “not 
giving up meeting together, as some are in the habit of doing, but encouraging one 
another—and all the more as you see the Day approaching” (NIV). 
Here, Paul is admonishing believers not to forsake assembling with one another, 
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but to encourage one another, especially as we approach the day of God. One of the 
issues among new believers is that as they physically leave the assembly of the church, 
they will likely not return if there is not a concerted effort to win them back. Paul 
admonishes God’s people to assemble together. People’s New Testament (1891) indicates 
that in times of persecution, there was a great temptation to stay away from church 
assemblies and that some had fallen into dangerous neglect. The word “assembly” simply 
means “meeting together” (Swanson, 1997). New members need encouragement from 
one another.   
Scripture also implies that man was not designed to be alone. In the book of 
Genesis, we see this principle play out when God states, “It is not good for man to be 
alone” (Gen 2:18 NIV). White (1890) indicated, “Man was not made to dwell in solitude; 
he was to be a social being” (p. 46).  God addressed this aloneness by creating a 
companion for Adam. In fact, Marano (2003) so aptly says, “Friendship is a lot like food. 
We need it to survive” (para. 3). However, what we also see is that Eve encountered 
danger and temptation in Genesis 3 when she was alone. Just as it was not good for man 
to be alone in the beginning, Paul reiterates the same principle by saying, “forsake not the 
assembly of one another.” Paul admonishes that we should not neglect meeting together 
with one another, especially as the day of God approaches. What day is Paul referring to 
and why is this day so important? A day of isolation and testing of the chosen people of 
God will occur when the beloved city is abolished and God’s people are destroyed for 
rejecting Christ (Henry, 1994). White (2002a) describes this event: 
Prophets had wept over the apostasy of Israel and the terrible desolations by which 
their sins were visited. Jeremiah wished that his eyes were a fountain of tears, that he 
might weep day and night for the slain of the daughter of his people, for the Lord's 
flock that was carried away captive (Jer. 9:1; 13:17). What, then, was the grief of Him 
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whose prophetic glance took in, not years, but ages! He beheld the destroying angel 
with sword uplifted against the city which had so long been Jehovah's dwelling place. 
From the ridge of Olivet, the very spot afterward occupied by Titus and his army, “He 
looked across the valley upon the sacred courts and porticoes, and with tear-dimmed 
eyes He saw, in awful perspective, the walls surrounded by alien hosts. He heard the 
tread of armies marshaling for war. He heard the voice of mothers and children crying 
for bread in the besieged city. He saw her holy and beautiful house, her palaces and 
towers, given to the flames, and where once they stood, only a heap of smoldering 
ruins. (p. 21) 
 
Now the apostle points his readers to the signs of the approach of such a terrible 
day, and upon being the more constant in meeting together and exhorting one another, 
that they might be better prepared for such a day. White stated: 
Those who do not feel the necessity of seeking the assembly of the saints with the 
precious assurance that the Lord will meet with them, show how lightly they value 
the help that God has provided for them. Satan is constantly at work to wound and 
poison the soul; in order to withstand his efforts we must breathe the atmosphere of 
heaven. We must individual get hold and keep hold of Christ. (Nichol, 1957, p. 934) 
 
There is a trying day coming on us all, the day of our death, and we should 
observe all the signs of its approaching and improve them to greater watchfulness and 
diligence in duty. Notice that Paul admonished the Hebrews because of the destruction of 
Jerusalem that was to take place. Therefore, based on the impending destruction, Paul 
told the believers to assemble together for encouragement so that when that day arrived, 
they would stay connected to God. In this modern time, we anticipate the second coming 
of Christ Jesus, and just as the Hebrews were anticipating that day by assembling 
together, we, as members of the body of Christ, ought to continue assembling together as 
the Second Coming of Christ approaches. The principle is that God desires new members 
to be retained because of the event that is to come. Also, if there is a time of trouble that 
is coming upon the church and the world, just as the Hebrews were encouraged to stay 
together, we members, especially as the day approaches, should continue to assemble 
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together as end-time events are approaching the world. 
 
John 6:39 
One text undeniably expresses the desire of God to keep what He has reaped. 
John 6:39 states, “And this is the will of him who sent me, that I shall lose none of all 
those he has given me, but raise them up at the last day” (NIV). The book of John was 
written by the disciple John, who was the longest living disciple among the twelve. In 
this particular text, Jesus is conversing with the Jews over His analogy of Himself being 
the bread of life. Jesus desires that none be lost. In the context, He is clearly referring to 
those who have died and will die in Christ and that they will be part of the first 
resurrection.  
However, the principle here is that it is the will of God not to lose anyone. 
According to John 3, in order to be part of those who have been gained, one must be born 
by water and the Spirit. By these two entities, they are members of the body of Christ. Is 
this not the process that we all go through in order to part of the church of Christ? The 
word “lose” in the Greek language means “to destroy” (Swanson, 1997). However, 
applying this principle to new member retention would mean that if it is God’s will for 
none to be lost in the end, then it is his desire for none to be lost now. Similar to Luke 15, 
this burning desire is to essentially keep what has been gained. The word “lose” also 
means “being unaware of the location,” which would be the opposite of what the goal of 





The Activity of New Members 
The principle of retention in Acts is the process of assimilating a newly baptized 
member. The passage reads: 
Those who accepted his message were baptized, and about three thousand were added 
to their number that day. They devoted themselves to the apostles’ teaching and to 
fellowship, to the breaking of bread and to prayer. (Acts 2:41, 42 NIV) 
 
In this passage, we see the activity of the three thousand souls who were baptized as a 
result of Peter’s sermon. The Acts of the Apostles states that the 3,000 who were baptized 
were a result of the ministry of Christ over three and a half years (White, 2005, p. 44). 
The Bible gives four clear activities of these newly baptized members. They were 
steadfast in the apostles’ doctrine, they fellowshipped, they broke bread, and they prayed.  
James (2014) indicated, “Everyday they met together in the temple’s courts to hear the 
teaching of the word and in other’s home for fellowship and sharing” (p. 2). Let us look at 
these aspects and the principle that it takes to retain new members.  
 
The Four-Part Assimilation of New Members 
In commenting on the baptism of 3,000 people White (2005) states,  
Under the influence of this heavenly illumination the scriptures that Christ had 
explained to the disciples stood out before them with the luster of perfect truth. The 
veil that had prevented them from seeing to the end of that, which had been 
abolished, was now removed, and they comprehended with perfect clearness the 
object of Christ's mission and the nature of His kingdom. They could speak with 
power of the Savior; and as they unfolded to their hearers the plan of salvation, many 
were convicted and convinced. The traditions and superstitions inculcated by the 
priests were swept away from their minds, and the teachings of the Savior were 
accepted. (p. 44) 
 
Clarke (1810-1826) stated, “So these 3000 persons left the scribes and Pharisees, 
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and put themselves under the teaching of the apostles, professing the Christian doctrine, 
and acknowledging that Christ was come, and that he who was lately crucified by the 
Jews was the promised and only Messiah; and in this faith they were baptized” (para. 94). 
The Bible says they stood fast in the apostle’s doctrine. This word “devoted” is used in 
two forms in the Greek, eimi (to be), and proskartero (to persist in) (Swanson, 1997). 
These two meanings make the word “steadfast” fascinating in that these 3,000 souls were 
not only devoted to these four activities, but to the extent that they became part of their 
very existence. Through persistent and personal identification, we see certain principles 
of assimilation in the book of Acts that were incorporated into the lives of new believers.  
The first assimilation is devotion to the teaching of the apostles. This word 
“teaching” is in singular form here (Heiser & Setterholm, 2013). The apostles taught 
many things; however, the singular form of this word implies that there was one central 
doctrine presented. Based on the context, we can conclude that the theme was the 
infallible proof that Jesus was crucified, raised up on the third day, and ascended to 
heaven. In his study, Hyatt (2008) indicates, “The ‘apostles’ doctrine’” of Acts 2:42 is a 
reference to the original eyewitness accounts of Jesus by the 12 apostles. This ‘doctrine’ 
consisted of their first-hand reports of His life, teachings, death, and resurrection” (para. 
1).  New members must devote themselves to the teaching of the Church as seen in Acts 
2:42. The second aspect of this assimilation process is fellowship. The Bible states that 
they were devoted to fellowship.  
Rainer (2007) says, “Probably the most often cited principle is relationships. 
What many church leaders do not realize is that the development of these relationships 
with new members should take place before the member joins” (para. 8). This fellowship 
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was not an occasional glance or call. The word literally means a “close mutual 
association” (Swanson, 1997) and implies relationships among members. Therefore, 
fellowship among new and old members is crucial. There are many individuals who are 
engaged in doing ministry; however, they are emotionally distant from others and even 
from their own emotions (Scazzero & Bird, 2003). Without this continual association 
with one another, there will always be a migration of people out of our churches.   
The third aspect of the assimilation process is that they were devoted to the 
breaking of bread. The book of Luke emphasizes that these individuals were committed 
to the institution of communion that was established by Christ. Their commitment reveals 
that they understood and accepted the crucifixion of Christ as the Messiah. NewSpring 
Church (2018) said that “Jesus started the tradition of communion. He instructed His 
followers to use bread and wine to remember the sacrifice He was going to make when 
He died for our sins on the cross” (para. 4). Therefore, they were highly committed to the 
cross of Christ’s being the center of their teaching and way of life. 
Finally, their assimilation involved a devotion to prayer. As we know, lack of 
prayer in a person’s life has adverse effects upon his or her spirituality. For new 
members, prayer as the center of their lives is important to their faith, similar to those 
who were baptized into the early church. White (2002b) said, “Prayer is the channel of 
communication between our souls and God” (p. 12). Consequently, 3,000 newly baptized 
members were integrated into the church through doctrinal teaching, fellowship, breaking 
of bread, and prayer.  
 
The Great Commission 
The last principle of new member retention is a continual study of God’s Word 
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before and after baptism. 
Therefore go and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the 
Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey everything I 
have commanded you. And surely I am with you always, to the very end of the age. 
(Matt 28:19, 20 NIV) 
 
Burrill (1998) indicated that “the Great commission stands as the ‘Magna Carta’ 
of the Christian Church” (p. 7). The Great Commission is the last directive given to 
Christ’s followers to go and share the gospel in their generation. Fairchild (2018) stated, 
“The Great Commission spells out the central purpose for all believers. After salvation, 
our lives belong to Jesus Christ who died to purchase our freedom from sin and death. He 
redeemed us so that we might become useful in his Kingdom” (para. 10). 
The gospel commission is the great missionary charter of Christ's kingdom. The 
disciples were to work earnestly for souls, extending to all the invitation of mercy. 
They were not to wait for people to come to them; they were to go to the people with 
their message. (White, 2005, p. 28) 
 
In this passage, we see a clear command to evangelize and baptize; however, keywords 
are used to imply that this activity is something that continually occurs, particularly 
before and after baptism—for instance, “make disciples” and “teach.” However, just as 
Acts describes the activity of 3,000 newly baptized members, we see in the Great 
Commission the activity of what occurs before and after a person comes to Christ. 
Based on the Great Commission, we are not merely trying to make members, but 
disciples. The word “disciple” means to “be a disciple or to be a committed student” 
(Swanson, 1997). This committed student is to be taught according to verse 20. The word 
“taught” in the Greek is an instrumental participle indicating that this teaching is to be 
continual (Heiser & Setterholm, 2013). The words “disciple” and “taught” show that God 
especially calls new members to be disciples and committed students. This commitment 
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is to last a lifetime, before and after baptism. This committed student is to be continually 
taught before and after baptism. The Great Commission indicates that old and new 
members alike are to be taught from God’s Word after baptism, such as the example set 
in Matthew 13, where the Word of God is received and understood and allowed to take 
root in their life. 
 
Conclusion 
As we have shown, retention of new members is a biblical principle found in 
Scripture. The parable of Matthew 13 reveals that if a person does not receive the Word 
on proper soil, it will affect the outcome of whether that individual will stray away. There 
must be a heart preparation to receive the Word, particularly before baptism. This 
enlightenment of the truth is something that precedes baptism and continues to have a 
profound effect upon the believer after baptism. In Luke 15, we see the clear desire of 
God’s heart through a shepherd and an owner not to lose what they had.  
This is evident in how they diligently look for that which was lost. This desire 
shows that God wants to keep what he has reaped, even if it is only a little lamb or one 
lost coin. In Hebrews 10:25, God desires that his congregation learn to be in harmony and 
in each other’s physical presence. In our time, this assembly should be even more 
imperative because of the coming crisis that is about to descend upon our world. In Acts 
2:41-42, we saw clear, practical steps of what 3,000 newly baptized members did after 
baptism. They stood fast to the teaching of the apostles, fellowshipped, broke bread, and 
prayed. These activities helped the 3,000 integrate into the church body and made them 
soul winners, as well. In the final section, we described what it means to become a 
disciple. New members are essentially disciples of Christ. Discipleship is a life-long 
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commitment to learning that entails a pre- and post-baptismal understanding and is a 
continual process throughout the member’s life. 
 
Recommandations 
Based on my findings, I have three recommendations to make regarding retention 
of new members. The first recommendation is for our church to be more intentional in the 
post- discipleship process as much as in the reaping process. I can only speak from my 
culture and context in that there is a great urge to reap, but little to no effort is given to 
post-baptismal work. The same degree of effort that is invested in the Bible worker for a 
campaign should be applied to mentors for new members. The elevated emotion that we 
place upon public evangelism should continue after baptism—a balance between pre- and 
post-baptism.  
My second recommendation is that we should exchange the membership approach 
for a discipleship approach. The church considers an individual as being a member once 
he or she is baptized. Therefore, becoming a member is an instantaneous action, whereas 
discipleship implies much more. While membership occurs at baptism, discipleship is an 
ongoing process that lasts a lifetime. Presenting this principle to new members could help 
them approach their spirituality, not as a name written on the church books, but as 
disciples who sit at the feet of Christ before and after baptism.  
My last recommendation would be to have some type of research on how many of 
our churches and pastors are intentional about keeping what they have reaped. Based on 
the research, Adventism is the fastest growing religion in the world, with a growth rate of 
2%. However, the membership on the church membership list does not equal the 
attendance on Sabbath. We have churches that baptize every year, yet they still look the 
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same. Growth that is based solely on those who are baptized cannot be true growth 
because of the great exodus of new members. Are we deceiving ourselves when it comes 
to our church growth? Do we care more about baptizing than about making disciples? 
Based on the recommendations and research that have been done on this crucial topic, I 
believe that we will see church growth, not only in numbers, but in maintaining those 












LITERATURE REVIEW ON NEW MEMBER RETENTION 
 
 
This literature review corresponds with my project at the Ebenezer Seventh-day 
Adventist Church in Greenville, North Carolina concerning strategies for retention of 
new members. The review contains reflection on principles, trends, and recommendations 
for new member retention. Myriads of themes have been explored such as pastoral and 
laity responsibilities for new members, principles of assimilation of new members, and 
the General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists’ view of how the world church is 
responding to the issue of new member retention. The review itself has been divided into 
four sections with a more specific focus on general themes from each source of literature. 
The sections are as follows: (a) the roles and responsibilities of the pastor and laity in 
new member retention, (b) church conflict and its effect on member retention, (c) keys to 
assimilation of new member in churches, and (d) the world church viewpoint on member 
retention. In the section on keys of assimilation, I will be emphasizing four distinct 
methods: church involvement, community involvement, discipleship, and worship styles; 
the fourth section on member retention will include thoughts after a brief interview with 
an anonymous Seventh-day Adventist pastor in the South Atlantic Conference. Literature 






The Responsibility of the Pastor in New 
Member Retention 
It is not a secret that leadership in our churches determines the direction in which 
the church is going. White (1995) stated, “It is too frequently the case that young 
converts, unless guarded, will set their affections more upon their minister than upon 
their Redeemer” (p. 207). However, when it comes to retaining members, it requires a 
collaborative effort from the pastor and the laity. McIntosh and Reeves (2006) indicate 
that a ministry succeeds or fails in the long run largely because of what is happening in 
the hidden spiritual parts of a pastor’s life. If this is true, then ministry to new members 
and their retention has a lot to do with pastoral leadership. If a church has its ministry 
geared particularly toward new members, then its success has a lot to do with the pastor’s 
leadership.   
However, what does this pastoral retaining leadership model look like? Gilder 
(2013) indicates that if a congregation is not guided, it will not remain together. Maxwell 
(2007) indicates that leaders should follow the law of navigation. In other words, the 
leader must be able to identify and navigate through the obstacles of church life or any 
organization. Therefore, if the key to retention is through a shepherd model of the pastor 
and the leadership responsibilities are to navigate their followers, then pastors who are 
losing members may not be modeling this example.  
Duncan (2004) echoes the same theme. One of those reasons is poor leadership. 
Duncan indicates that the church he pastored when he arrived had financial/morale 
problems; lack of vision, and as a result, the blame was placed on him. He states that he 
“tried to cure the church with his own diagnosis and prescription. I did not listen to the 
people; as a result, members left the church” (para. 6). Even though this principle can 
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apply to old and new members, the leadership’s lack of ability to lead in conflict can push 
newcomers out as fast as they come in. The literature on this topic basically states that the 
pastor holds the primary responsibility of the direction, morale, and future growth of the 
church; therefore, when it comes to new members, the best role for a pastor to play is the 
shepherd role: to help the new sheep navigate among their fellow sheep and to listen to 
the insight and direction of the sheep. Yperen (2003) indicates that “shepherding requires 
heart and skills, in that order. Unlike the role of prophet, priest and king, shepherding is 
about the heart, first, not the head nor the hand” (p. 23). Rodgers (2010) indicates, “The 
image of the shepherd is a powerful metaphor for God’s care for His people, and can be 
quite useful in pastoral care as an example of the character and nature of the 
compassionate and just God who intimately cares for His people” (p. 2). Now that a 
review for the pastor has been established, what part does the laity have in this work? 
 
The Responsibility of the Laity in New 
Member Retention 
 
Ephesians 4:16 says: “The whole body, being fitted and held together by what 
every joint supplies, according to the proper working of each individual part, causes the 
growth of the body.” In this verse, Paul is declaring that the church is like a body and just 
as each part of the body works in harmony with each other the church itself should work 
in harmony with each other. Ratta’s (2004) third of seven laws of retaining members 
encourages members to take care of fellow members. Traditionally member retention has 
been looked upon as a pastor’s job; however, Ratta indicates that pastors should be 
encouraged to utilize the pulpit for the encouragement of meaningful relationships among 
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members. Warren (2018) indicates that “friendships are the key to retaining members” 
(para. 1). 
This idea, in my opinion, promotes unity, especially among newcomers. If the 
laity, based on Ratta’s principle, looked out for each other, the membership role would 
equal the attendance on weekends. This caring model that must be exemplified among 
members is created through the power of relationship. Rainer’s (2007) fourth principle of 
member retention is the importance of relationships. Rainer (2007) states, “If the new 
member has no relationship with a church member when he or she joins the church, it is 
exceedingly difficult to create relationships” (para. 9). This theme of relationship is found 
in Steinbrueck’s (2018) “5 Ways for Churches to Keep Members and Convert Visitors.” 
Steinbrueck’s fourth principle is to talk to each other. He indicated that when visitors 
meet at least five new individuals in the church and pursue a relationship, they are more 
likely to stay connected with the church. Finally, Warren (1995) indicates that visitors 
have certain questions when they join the church. Ironically, one of those questions is 
whether anybody wants to get to know them at this church. This is a question of 
relationship; it is a question that attracts visitors and also keeps new members. Hill 
(2014) indicates, “The lack of connection feels even worse when surrounded by people—
causing a special kind of loneliness” (p. 49). Therefore, with the pastor having a 
shepherding model along with the members proactively pursuing relationships with new 
members, membership should grow and remain consistent as time goes on. With this 
thought in mind, let us look at church conflict and its effect on new members.
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Church Conflict and Its Effect on New Members 
When reviewing literature pertaining to church conflict I have found that there is 
much rewritten about that particular topic. I have been an eyewitness to church conflict 
and have seen new members come and go based on problems of conflict. This does not 
mean that conflict is inherently evil, but unresolved conflict and a failure to manage it can 
impact new member retention and potential growth. Augsburger (1981) indicates that 
“conflict is natural, normal, neutral and sometimes even delightful. It can turn into 
painful or disastrous ends, but it doesn’t need to. Conflict is neither good nor bad, right 
nor wrong. Conflict simply is” (p. 4). However, Cowell (2002) says that when a conflict 
is ignored or avoided, people eventually stop volunteering and may even begin to leave 
the church. Sowell (2002) echoes a similar point: “Most church members have a tendency 
to avoid conflict until situations become explosive, or until there is such a sense of 
frustration that apathy takes hold of the entire congregation” (para. 1). This flight 
response seems to be an expected action among members because of the harboring anger 
and resentment that comes when conflict is not being addressed. Morris (2001) indicates, 
“Conflict and division destroys faith and blights the Christian witness in the community. 
Some churches with a great history of evangelism and growth have been torn apart by 
dissension and factions and are now only a shadow of what they used to be” (para. 1). 
Young gave four reasons why people avoid conflict: (a) fear of failure, (b) harm, 
(c) perception, and (d) intimacy. These general reasons are no different from why people 
avoid conflict in church. One of the common conflicts between old and new members is 
the idea of older members being threatened by new personalities that have recently 
arrived in the church. Problems among church members could be called the pioneers 
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versus homesteaders fight. The pioneers are those who have been in the church for many 
years; the homesteaders are the newcomers who have joined the church within the past 
few years. When the church begins to grow because of the homesteaders, the pioneers 
feel threatened with greater numbers and fear they might lose control. Leone (2011) 
indicates that “feeling neglected and pushed aside, those members are now starting to 
miss the “good old days” (para. 2). 
One of the ways that I believe this type of conflict can be addressed is an 
integration of the laity’s pursuing a relationship with each new member. People 
sometimes feel threatened by others they simply do not know. This anxiety can only be 
eliminated through the pursuit of new relationships and friendships among older and new 
members. Thomas (1990) indicates that “counseling for disordered and under-developed 
types of people must take place within the context of a deep pastoral understanding of the 
type of underdevelopment manifested, and also within the context of appropriate biblical 
mandates” (para. 14). In general, it seems that when churches sweep issues “under the 
rug” or avoid conflict, this in turn, causes a poisoning of the congregation, which in turn, 
will affect future outreach to the community and new members. 
 
Keys to Assimilation of New Members  
In reviewing literature pertaining to the assimilation of new members, I found that 
there is a heavy list of principles for membership retention; however, there are four points 
that I would like to magnify in particular: (a) church involvement, (b) community 
involvement, (c) empowering discipleship, and (d) worship service. The emphasis on 
these four areas is not to say that there are no others that influence assimilation, but these 
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are the areas all others revolve around. The rest of this literature will focus intently on 
these key areas. 
Church Involvement 
Use it or lose it. It has been medically proven that if one does not use a certain 
muscle, it will be affected over time by atrophy, shrinkage, and significant joint issues. 
Current information (“Muscle Atrophy,” 2018) indicates that “muscle atrophy is defined 
as a decrease in the mass of the muscle; it can be a partial or complete wasting away of 
muscle” (para. 1). Continuing by analogy, God’s church in the Bible has been likened 
unto a body. The people of God are the body and if they are not allowing themselves to 
be used by God, they will surely decrease in tone and eventually wear away. There seems 
to be an unwritten rule in Adventism that when a member is baptized, the person remains 
as an observer of church work or involvement until he or she has been fully grounded 
into Adventist belief systems. As a pastor, I have observed this behavior; however, I have 
never seen the benefits of new members remaining seated, putting on spectator glasses, 
and simply observing the life of the church. I admit there should be some training in the 
various duties of the church for the new member; however, I believe on-the-job training 
would be more beneficial.  
The first principle to assimilation of new member retention embraces the fact that 
ministry involvement is a great factor in retaining members. Rainer (2007) indicates, “If a 
member does not become meaningfully involved in some type of ministry in the church, 
his or her dropout chances increase dramatically” (para. 7). Carpenter (2014) says, “Ask 
new members about how they want to get involved in the church” (para. 4). The 
document also shares that the survey should list all of the organizations in the church; we 
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should ask new members to mark the organizations that interest them. After the survey 
has been taken, a spiritual gift inventory should be recommended to make sure the 
interest made is congruent with the gift. Grace Communion International (2013) 
indicates, “Christ gives different members of the body different gifts” (para. 3). Our job 
is not to compare our gifts and abilities, nor to feel superior to other members of the 
body.  
Once new members join the church, they contribute their giftedness to the larger 
community. Paul supports this argument in Ephesians 4:12 where he states that gifts are 
to be used to prepare God’s people for service. The Parable of the Talents seems to 
suggest that gifts are given for a probationary time, but buried gifts could be taken away. 
Last, but not least, new members’ using their gifts for the church goes along with the 
empowering model of leadership. Maxwell (2007) indicates that to lead others well, we 
must help them to reach their potential. This means being on their side, encouraging 
them, giving them power, and helping them to succeed. Is this not being accomplished 
when we encourage our new members to work for church?  Is the process of having them 
show an interest in gifts, identify their gifts, and being launched them out into ministry by 
the leaders in the church not a sign of empowerment?  
In conclusion, when new members join the church, they are not called to be 
spectators, but to use their gifts for the building up of the church. By using them, atrophy 






When it comes to membership retention, community involvement is a necessary 
element and should not be overlooked. Ministry Labs (2017) indicates that 
service projects are one-time service events like volunteering at a local homeless    
shelter. Ongoing ministries, on the other hand, are continuous, requiring a deeper 
commitment. And people who are involved in service projects are more likely to 
serve in ongoing ministry—but only if their participation is tracked to determine their 
individual interest level. (para. 9) 
 
Ironically, the Adventist church has been known for its strong conservation stance on 
many theological issues; however, our weakness across the board can be greatly seen in 
our lack of community involvement. Note that the words “community involvement” 
involves more than just a community service-center department or special program. What 
is meant is that the lack of meeting relevant community needs can affect how members 
are retained. McMullen (n.d.) indicate, “Protestants (especially evangelicals) are 
significantly more likely to use invitation to fellowship activities as part of their 
integration efforts” (pp. 7-8). McMullen further indicates that these community service 
activities can include literacy programs, litter pick-up, and canned food or clothing 
drives. 
Sahlin (2004) indicates that understanding one’s community and church requires 
being aware of the issues at the time in question. Of course, this principle is true when 
gaining a new member; however, it is also true when retaining a new member. Once we 
have fulfilled an immediate need, do we cease from ministering to that individual? No! I 
would recommend that the way a new member comes is the way he or she stays. If there 
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were temporal needs that were met from a community standpoint, then rest assured that 
there are more needs that need to be made post-baptism.  
If newly baptized members joined a church through a community shelter feeding, 
what attracted the members to the church does not diminish once they join. Those 
individuals have various financial and material needs that still need to be met. The 
community outreach that the church used in getting the new members should not 
diminish when the members join. What brought them should continue. When a person 
joined my church through baptism during an evangelistic crusade, he shared with me that 
he still had some emotional ties to his old church. I wondered how it could be even after 
baptism. He shared the fact that he had had some financial needs when he was at his old 
church that the church had helped him with; therefore, with the temporal need being met, 
he felt a sense of obligation to the church. It is amazing how a church that does not 
preach the gospel truth could have so much pull simply by meeting a need like this man 
had. When a church addresses community needs, it understands what is happening within 
and around its community. Peoples’ needs do not stop or go away when they join the 
church. They should be continually helped, especially when it comes to new members of 
the church.  
Therefore, when new members arrive, we must not only feed them spiritually, but 
continue to be community-based and address temporal needs through giving and financial 
support. 
 
Discipleship and New Members 
Literature pertaining to empowering disciples or new members to make disciples 
has drawn out a congruent theme of moving the church back to a discipleship model of 
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ministry. The main question is how this model relates to the idea of new member 
retention. The primary literature used for this section is Foss’ From Members to Disciples 
(2007), with the secondary literature from Scazzero and Bird’s The Emotionally Healthy 
Church (2003). Foss stressed the importance of how churches need to move from a 
membership model to a discipleship model of ministry. One idea from Foss’ writing that 
should be emphasized is that the membership model cannot last due to a lack of 
adaptation to a changing culture and generational process. The membership model of 
ministry caters to logic, reason, and tradition; however, the discipleship model that Foss 
expands on is all about relationships. This means that our ministry should not cater to the 
comfort of the aged member, but conform to the ever-changing society that we exist in 
today.  
This idea that discipleship is relational goes back to one of the main methods used 
to help retain members. Relationships! Malphurs (2009) indicates that they entered into 
special relationship with him and became the main focus of his ministry after he turned 
his attention from the crowds.  
White (1990) stated: 
These disciples had been for some time associated with Jesus in active labor. John 
and James, Andrew and Peter, with Philip, Nathanael, and Matthew, had been more 
closely connected with Him than the others, and had witnessed more of His miracles. 
Peter, James, and John stood in still nearer relationship to Him. They were almost 
constantly with Him, witnessing His miracles, and hearing His words. John pressed 
into still closer intimacy with Jesus, so that he is distinguished as the one whom Jesus 
loved. (p. 159) 
  
 A discipleship model caters to this idea. Our current membership model in most 
churches does not cater to that; however, changing our view from members to disciples 
will bring a more relationship component to new members, which, in essence, will 
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encourage our new members to produce disciples themselves and remain in the church. 
Scazzero and Bird (2003) indicate that there are many individuals who are engaged in 
doing ministry; however, they are emotionally distant from others and even their own 
emotions. Once again, this theme of relationship and discipleship comes up. This refers to 
churched individuals, the community, as well as new members who are in the 
congregation. Scazzero and Bird (2003) talked about six components of a healthy church, 
and one those components is members who are living in brokenness and vulnerability. 
This component is the part of an emotionally healthy church and is also a competent of 
discipleship.   
Scazzero and Bird (2003) make an argument that the curse in the Garden of Eden 
pertaining to child-bearing, thorns and thistles, heartache, and pain is met most of the 
time with three responses: flee, fight, or hide. One can see these elements in unhealthy 
churches that do not retain members because there is a lack of maturity to respond to 
neighbors’ brokenness and vulnerability. If the discipleship model is all about 
relationship as Scazzero and Bird (2003) state, then an emotionally healthy church must 
be connected with their own brokenness and vulnerability in order to disciple. That 
means that lack of discipleship in our new members comes from a lack of discipleship in 
our aged members. This lack vulnerability and brokenness within our churches keeps us 
from reaching out emotionally to those who come in as new members. Dodson (2012) 
teaches that discipleship is vertical, horizontal, and diagonal. The vertical refers to our 
relationship with Christ, the horizontal deals with our mission as disciples, and the 
diagonal refers to Jesus being in control of our lives. This type of discipleship goes 
beyond simple doctrinal understanding, and puts an emphasis on relationship with Christ 
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and with each other. Rainer and Geiger (2011) indicate, “If anyone knows discipleship it 
is Jesus. His method of discipleship was simple. Jesus drew twelve men to Himself, 
trained them, and unleashed the movement of the gospel through them” (p. 160). Even 
though discipleship has doctrinal implication too it we must remember that ultimately, 
Christ is the one who brings out true discipleship. Schwarz (1999) added to this 
conclusion: “Evangelism has only been accomplished when disciples are made” (p. 199). 
The Baptist State Convention of Michigan (n.d.) indicates that “the goal of discipleship is 
disciples that are maturing in their faith” (para. 2). 
 
Worship Styles and Their Effect on New Members 
In my review of literature as it pertains to the worship service, there seems to be a 
theme of worship as a participatory event and should contain a spiritual awe in the 
service. The Seventh-day Adventist Church Manual (General Conference, 2010) states, 
“The purpose of all services and meetings is to worship God for his creative work and for 
the benefits of his salvation” (p. 112). Hunter (2013) asks: “Are the worship services 
drawing people together or perhaps alienating them?” (para. 8). This question basically 
implies that our worship services should promote a level of unity. This unity, in my 
opinion, will bridge the divide that new members may have when they first arrive at the 
service. Webber (2002) indicates that worship not only helps us respond to God, but also 
to each other (p. 109). However, what does this unity look like? Patterson and Patterson 
(2009) give five elements a worship service should be: (a) inspiring, (b) joyful, (c) 
meaningful, (d) experiential, and (e) participatory. This last element is an element that 
has direct application to membership retention. When a pastor of a church or a leader 
develops a service, he or she should involve as many participants as possible: adults, 
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children, and even those who are babes in the faith. Even though newcomers may be shy 
coming into a new congregation in some ways, if they are encouraged, for example, to 
sing or share their testimony, it makes the service less of something you come to and 
more of what you bring. 
The last element concerning worship that I found very interesting was found in 
Kidder (2011) who writes that many worshippers come to the church looking for more 
than fellowship, exhortation, or exposition; such individuals arrive seeking an experience 
with the Holy One. This principle has the same application to new members who sit in 
the pews. Our new members have friends, they have a level of healthy self-esteem, and 
some are well taught in God’s Word. However, many lack a genuine, daily relationship 
with Christ. Therefore, in our worship, Christ should be the focus of our message.  
Weems and Berlin (2013) indicate that churches should plan worship services 
based on the cultural preferences of the community and the church. Solomon (2000) 
echoes this thought: “Through a willingness to work within culture, we can, like Paul, be 
all things to all people so as to win the un churched to Christ and to the power of the 
gospel” (p. 19). This can be stretched a little farther by saying that the same methods used 
to bring in the new member are also the same methods one can use to retain members. 
Therefore, those methods do not change after baptism, but continue as an evangelistic 
method to keep them. 
 
Leading Churches in Membership Retention 
When it comes to the leading churches in membership retention for the Seventh-
day Adventist Church, I found that the General Conference does not carry specific 
information about statistics on a church that is leading in member retention. They shared 
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with me that it would require an interview with each division because of the cultural 
differences. However, based on my research, the world church does have concerns about 
overall retention of members. There are three main factors that make a dramatic impact 
on keeping new members: (a) they must be able to articulate our beliefs, (b) they must 
have friends within the congregation, and (c) they must engage in a personally 
meaningful ministry (General Conference, 2007, para. 6).  
The first factor seems to be able to be addressed through active Bible study before 
and after baptism. This can be done by starting community Bible study classes coupled 
with a new believer’s class. The second factor can be accomplished through random 
social events for all ages at the church or even purposely assigning new members a 
mentor or having the new members join a small group according to their age, interest, 
and maturity level. The third factor can be accomplished by allowing members to work 
within their gift span. By doing this, the new members take ownership of their church 
because they contribute to their church.  
In my research, I was able to an interview an anonymous pastor in the South 
Atlantic Conference of Seventh-day Adventists. Our conference has reported that this is 
the largest and seemingly fastest growing church in the South Atlantic Conference. 
During the interview, I asked the pastor what some of the methods were that his church 
had used in new member retention since they are the largest church in the conference. 
Unfortunately, he shared with me the fact that, in his observation, he is not a specialist in 
this area because of a great migration of new members who have been baptized, but have 
left the church. He is vigorously and passionately going to address this issue with his 
church, especially with the church’s history of baptisms that took place in the past years. 
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He did state that it seems as if the church is not doing a good job in teaching their 
members the importance of having a relationship with God, which is the foundation of 
why they stay. My reaction and thoughts to his answer actually give me encouragement 
to study this issue in the churches so that we may keep what we reap. 
 
Conclusion 
In my context, some of the major insights from my viewpoint that seem to be 
brought out is the issue of relationship and church involvement. I pastor a predominantly 
African American Seventh-day Adventist church. It seems that, based on the culture of 
the church, size of new membership has always been a challenge. When I say culture, 
most African American churches are pastor-dependent. This dependency is not only seen 
in the pastor’s wide involvement, but even in member retention. This dependency is dealt 
with throughout my review through the idea of relationships among members.  
When a church is pastor-dependent, then the members become spectators of the 
pastor’s ministry and are not participants. Therefore, by motivating the laity to do 
ministry (i.e., new member retention through the power of relationships), we would see a 
dramatic change. However, this can be a challenge, particularly in smaller family-
dominated churches. From my observation, where there is family domination the idea of 
a new member is not promoted. Therefore, relationships are only pursued if there is a 
biological connection involved between the new member and the older one.   
I consider church involvement to be a major insight because once again, it 
addresses a major issue in my context of ministry and those similar to mine. It seems that 
in the Adventist culture, once a new member is baptized, there is an unspoken 
probationary period before that individual participates. The review I did emphasized that 
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if new members do not become involved, they are more likely to drop out than to stay a 
part of that church. In my pastor-dependent African context, the power of relationships 
and the ownership that comes with participation are the glue that helps keep our new 
members coming and staying.  
However, there are a few questions that need to rise in regard to this topic. How 
do we turn the culture of the church around so that they begin to take new member 
retention as a personal responsibility? As we already stated, a church that has been 
pastor-dependent for many years might shrink based on the thought that ministry is in 
their hands as well. Is it ever too early for a member to participate in church, and what 
does this participation look like? Another question that I have personally raised among 
my colleagues is in regards to my world church. It has been shared with me that we are 
the fastest growing denomination in the world. We are currently growing at a rate of 2% 
in comparison to other religious groups. However, if we are not retaining, then what is 
growth? Is growth counted by the membership lists on eAdventist (2017)? Is it the 
membership document that the clerk keeps on behalf of the church?  I beg to say that if 











DESCRIPTION OF THE INTERVENTION 
 
 
In 2013, three Bible workers and I went to the town of Kinston, North Carolina to 
do the pre-work for an evangelistic campaign. This pre-work consisted of Bible studies 
and advertising. We worked consistently, vigorously, and without hesitation so that souls 
would be won in the city of Kinston. On the opening night of the meeting, we held an 
outdoor picnic, which a large group of the community attended. By the end of the 
meetings, 15 souls were added to the church; however, there was a problem. I had only 
planned up to the baptism. Because of this, over half of those who were baptized left the 
church, resulting in a lack of confidence from the members concerning public 
evangelism. Because of the results of that evangelistic effort and the ongoing challenges 
of retention of new members in the Seventh-day Adventist Church, I have decided to 
write and implement a plan to address this problem.  
Retention of new members has been a problem in our churches for a very long 
time. I always let my churches know that we have the tools to get them into the pool, but 
keeping them in the church has always been a mystery. It is now time to solve that 
mystery. The same energy and effort that go into the pre-work planning before an 
evangelistic campaign ought to be present after the meetings themselves. There ought to 
be an intentional plan put in place for when the evangelistic campaign ends so that we 
can keep what God has reaped. In order to develop, implement, and evaluate a new-
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member retention strategy for the Ebenezer and Gethsemane Seventh-day Adventist 
churches, a multi-faceted approach was taken to see if what had been done before and 
after baptism increased membership retention. The first plan was to have a public 
evangelistic effort with a baptismal goal of 40. A minimum of 20 members would be 
tracked for three years in regards to retention. Those who had been baptized were placed 
in a Bible study group designed for new members for a minimum of one quarter of a 
year. The new members were also given the opportunity to become involved in the work 
of the church and community according to their spiritual gifts (deacons, elders, 
deaconesses, etc.). 
I also met with current and active members to develop a mentor/mentee 
relationship with new members as they were baptized into the church. Our current 
worship format and style was studied to see how it could affect the retention of new 
members, along with programs to empower new members for spiritual growth. Finally, 
the church was guided through a Natural Church Development (NCD) process and the 
correlation between healthy churches and membership retention was studied. This paper 
describes in greater detail the given strategy which was divided into five areas of 
retention: natural church development, mentee/mentor relationships, discipleship class, 
church/community involvement, and worship.   
In summation, I believe that churches grow naturally. If I am correct, then there 
must be a correlation between the retention of a new member and natural growth. One of 
the issues that will be discussed is whether there is a correlation with churches not 
retaining members and the fact that they are low on one of the eight characteristics of 
church growth (Diocese of Newark, 2005). This paper will show the development and 
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description of that section of my project. No one was meant to be an island by himself or 
herself, therefore, mentor accountability should be considered in the process of retention. 
All babes in the faith must have an example of what it means to be mature Christians; 
therefore, mentors in the faith are a great necessity. After a member is baptized, continual 
growth in the teachings of the church should take place, so a discipleship class is 
expedient not only for covering doctrine, but also for everyday life as we know it. A 
working member is a committed member. Therefore, this paper will describe the process 
of a member becoming active within his local congregation. Finally, our worship should 
bring inspiration to our new members so that they see that the church is a healing balm 
and a judgment-free zone. 
 
Development of Intervention: Natural 
Church Development 
When it came to the development of our first intervention, if the truth were told, 
this intervention had already been developed to its full capacity. Christian Schwarz is the 
director of the Institute for Natural Church Development. The research, articles, and 
books that he has written for church growth have been published in more than thirty 
countries. In the mid-90s, Schwarz conducted world-wide research on church growth that 
spanned five continents. Out of this research, he concluded that there are eight factors to 
a growing church (Schwarz, 1998).  
The first factor of natural church development is empowering leadership. In the 
realm of leadership, there is no room for superstars. In other words, a church where the 
leader is all-knowing, powerful, and no one moves a muscle without his unction is a sign 
of a non-growing church. Churches, in my opinion, grow when leaders empower leaders. 
For instance, the Bible says in Acts 6: 1-7,  
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In those days when the number of disciples was increasing, the Hellenistic Jews 
among them complained against the Hebraic Jews because their widows were being 
overlooked in the daily distribution of food. 2So the Twelve gathered all the disciples 
together and said, ‘It would not be right for us to neglect the ministry of the word of 
God in order to wait on tables. 3Brothers and sisters, choose seven men from among 
you who are known to be full of the Spirit and wisdom. We will turn this 
responsibility over to them 4and will give our attention to prayer and the ministry of 
the word.’ 
5This proposal pleased the whole group. They chose Stephen, a man full of faith 
and of the Holy Spirit; also Philip, Procorus, Nicanor, Timon, Parmenas, and Nicolas 
from Antioch, a convert to Judaism. 6They presented these men to the apostles, who 
prayed and laid their hands on them. 7So the word of God spread. The number of 
disciples in Jerusalem increased rapidly, and a large number of priests became 
obedient to the faith. 
 
It is self-explanatory from the above passage that when leadership is empowered, 
the church will grow because the leaders have empowered those who are under them. 
Maxwell (2007) says that we help people reach their potential when we are good 
leaders. We do that by encouraging them and supporting them; it empowers them and 
helps them to succeed. Kidder (2011) states, “A growing church is not a one person 
show” (p. 54). Coming from an African American background, I could say that most 
churches are pastor-dependent, which essentially leads to a pastor having a superstar 
mentality. I can also back this theory up from my observation of how members follow 
pastors from church to church. Thus, they are never fully committed to their sphere of 
ministry, but to the excitement of hearing a popular preacher. 
Schwarz and Schalk’s (1998) research also led them to discover that when a 
person is using spiritual gifts in the right manner, this also adds to church growth. They 
believe that most Christians are either not involved in any kind of ministry or they are 
working in a ministry for which they are not gifted. When I think about my church, I 
believe there are a fair number of people who are involved in ministry; however, half of 
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them are in positions that need to be filled, not because they are gifted for those positions. 
Romans 12: 4-8 states,  
For just as each of us has one body with many members, and these members do not 
all have the same function, 5so in Christ we, though many, form one body, and each 
member belongs to all the others. 6We have different gifts, according to the grace 
given to each of us. If your gift is prophesying, then prophesy in accordance with 
your[a] faith; 7if it is serving, then serve; if it is teaching, then teach; 8if it is to 
encourage, then give encouragement; if it is giving, then give generously; if it is to 
lead,[b] do it diligently; if it is to show mercy, do it cheerfully.” 
 
When Christians serve in their area of giftedness, they generally function less in 
their own strength and more in the power of the Spirit. The main responsibility of church 
leadership is to help members discover their gifts and apply them to the appropriate 
ministries (Schwarz & Schalk, 1998). 
The third factor is passionate spirituality. Just looking at this term, we see that the 
key word is passionate. This type of spirituality is based upon the passion one brings to 
his or her life. Passionate faith will always experience success in a variety of methods 
(Schwarz & Schalk, 1998). It seems that when a new member is baptized, he or she 
comes in with an excitement or passion for Christ that sometimes slowly dies into a 
monotonous spiritual life and lack of zeal for God. We must have a passionate zeal for 
God. I believe a representation of this zeal is found in Psalms 63: 1-8,  
O God, you are my God; earnestly I seek you: my soul thirsts for you: my flesh faints 
for you, as in a dry and weary land where there is no water. 2So I have looked upon 
you in the sanctuary, beholding your power and glory. 3Because your steadfast love is 
better than life, my lips will praise you. 4So I will bless you as long as I live; in your 
name I will lift up my hands. 5My soul will be satisfied as with fat and rich food, and 
my mouth will praise you with joyful lips, 6when I remember you upon my bed, and 
meditate on you in the watches of the night; 7for you have been my help, and in the 
shadow of your wings I will sing for joy. 8My soul clings to you your right hand 
upholds me.  
 
One can see that the strong passionate words such as “I seek you,” “I thirst for 
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you,” or “My soul clings” that David used give examples of the spirituality that David 
had. I would beg to say that this spirituality does not exist in most members who have 
been in our churches for a long time. 
The other characteristic that Schwarz and Schalk (1998) discovered was effective 
structures. If the church has not been structured or organized for growth, it will never 
happen. The effectiveness of a form and structure can be evaluated based upon whether it 
fulfills its purpose or not. Structures are vehicles to an end and not the end itself. 
River Valley Christian Church (n.d.) states, “Traditions are actually rooted in 
success” (para. 1). Something becomes a tradition because it works in the first place, and 
because it works, we repeat it over and over again. Unfortunately, the tradition then 
begins to drive us. The message never changes, but occasionally the methods do! Most 
mature members are married to their structure more than their partner. What worked then 
may not be working now; therefore, restructuring, worship, departmental, positions, or 
finances, for example, would have to be implemented if true change is to take place.   
Inspiring worship is a characteristic of natural church development that will be 
discussed in more detail later; however, when it comes to context, this element is 
mandatory. The question, then, becomes whether there is a connection between church 
growth and worship. John 12:32 states, “And I, when I am lifted up from the earth, will 
draw all people to myself.” Stroebel (1993) explains that one of the first components that 
attract the un-churched to attend church the first time is a curiosity about the music. He 
says: ‘I can tell you from personal experience that when their [the unchurched] favorite 
style of music is wed to Christian lyrics, the combination can have a strong impact on 
furthering their spiritual journey’” (pp. 180-181). Adding to this, White (1911) said, 
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“Music should have beauty, pathos [emotion], and power. Let the voices be lifted in 
songs of praise and devotion” (p. 505). The last three concerns are holistic small groups, 
need-oriented evangelism, and loving relationships. If truth were told, small groups are 
not part of the tradition in most African American churches, but if used correctly, I 
believe they could really help with the fellowship among new and old members. Schwarz 
and Schalk (1998) say that these groups discuss the Bible and interesting explanations for 
applying biblical concepts to everyday life. When it comes to need-oriented evangelism, I 
believe that we have to go where the need is. Evangelism must meet the relevant needs 
first, before we bid people to follow Jesus. This, in turn, connects with loving 
relationships because if we truly care for one another, this love will overflow not only to 
our church, but also to the community. It is my opinion that most new members leave not 
because of doctrinal disagreements, but because of the lack of love that may exist in the 
church they join. Churches that are growing show a higher “love quotient” than declining 
ones (Schwarz & Schalk, 1998). 
 
Description of Intervention: Natural 
Church Development 
The intervention of natural church development and its relation to new member 
retention will start with the following list of requirements: I intended to pick 30 members 
from each church to do a survey concerning these eight natural church development 
elements. The members would meet at a certain place and time so that all could finish at 
the same time and so that any questions asked could be answered before the survey 
commenced. Once the surveys were done, they would be sent to the appropriate party for 
calculation to see the results of the survey. Once a natural church development 
representative presented our results, we would then begin to plan intervention for our 
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lowest score. For example, if our lowest score was empowering leadership, then the 
intervention would center on that particular weakness. The following year, another 
survey would be taken to see if the score had increased and if there was any correlation as 
pertains to retention of new members. 
 
Development of Intervention: 
Mentor and Mentee 
The main purpose of the mentor and mentee program was to design a structure so 
that new members might intentionally experience fellowship. A relational approach from 
the mentor to the mentee must be experienced in order for new members to be retained.  
The Seventh-day Adventist Ministers Handbook (Patterson & Patterson, 2009) shows that 
“the church needs an intentional network of spiritual guardians for new members—a 
friendship system whereby each new member is coupled with an experienced one” (p. 
120). Brown (2015) states, “New members will not connect to your church if they do for 
genuine friendships” (para. 2). Hebrews 10: 25 states, “Not giving up meeting together, 
as some are in the habit of doing, but encouraging one another—and all the more as you 
see the Day approaching.” Paul, in this text, is making it clear that fellowship is not 
optional, but highly necessary as we see the day approaching. Unfortunately, from my 
observation, the church can be a very cliquish place and if you are a new member who 
does not know anyone, fellowship will be next to impossible. As mentioned earlier in 
chapter 3, in Steinbrueck’s (2008) “5 Ways for Churches to Keep Members and Convert 
Visitors” the fourth principle is to talk to each other. He once again indicated that when a 
visitor meets at least five new individuals in the church and pursues a relationship, they 
are more likely to stay connected with the church. Therefore, the mentor/mentee program 
brings fellowship to the new believer before it is initiated on their behalf. In Ratta’s 
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journal (2004), law number three is to empower members to care for other members.  
Another text that supports intentional fellowship is found in Galatians 6:1: 
“Brethren if a man be overtaken in a fault, ye which are spiritual, restore such an one in 
the spirit of meekness; considering thyself, lest thou also be tempted.” This text supports 
the idea that those who are guardians in the faith should watch over those who are babes 
in the faith or those who are weak. 1 Corinthians 3:1 supports this ideal: “And I, brethren, 
could not speak unto you as unto spiritual, but as unto carnal, even as unto babes in 
Christ.” Neighbour (2001) indicates, “A new born baby is totally consumed with his own 
needs. He cries when he is wet and when he is hungry, He offers no support to anyone in 
the family. This is one of the characteristics of being a child” (p. 9). Therefore, mentoring 
programs once again give the new member automatic, intentional fellowship from a 
spiritual guardian once he or she is baptized. 
 
Description of Intervention: 
Mentor/Mentee Program 
When it comes to the retention of new members, connecting babes in the faith 
with established members is vitally important to the spiritual growth of the new members, 
their transition into the Adventist lifestyle, and their retention. Therefore, after new 
members were baptized, they were each assigned a mentor. Now, when it comes to 
mentors, all mentors do not come in the same size. The mentors were individuals who 
understood the challenges that new members face, as well as being mature, balanced 
individuals in regards to doctrinal understanding. Mentors, from my point of view, should 
have at least seven years of experience in the faith. The number 7 is a number of 
completion from a biblical perspective. After seven years of being a member, there 
should be a strong commitment to the Adventist faith and sense of who they are in 
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reference to Adventism. Their responsibility was to advise the mentee on lifestyle 
challenges as they come into the faith. The mentors acted as accountability partners when 
the mentees were absent from various church and social events. The mentors answered 
any general doctrinal questions that the mentees had, but did not function as Bible 
workers.   
The reason I say this is that the main responsibility for the new member’s 
understanding of God’s Word should always come from a pastor or elder who has the gift 
of teaching. The mentors functioned for at least one year because I believe mentees must 
eventually stand on their own two feet. If a mentor felt that he or she needed to continue 
mentoring, then an additional six months was given. What the mentor/mentee program 
does is give that babe in the faith intentional fellowship. Did the mentor/mentee 
relationship cease after one year? No, however, it did give the mentee a chance to 
continue to develop as an individual and not become dependent upon the mentor’s 
presence and guidance. The main purpose of being a babe in the faith is to eventually be 
developed into an adult who is able to stand on his or her own two feet. 
 
Development of Intervention for Disciple Class 
When it comes to the development of the discipleship class, the key theological 
foundation is found in Matthew 28:19, 20: “Go ye therefore and teach all nations 
baptizing them in the name of the father, the son, and the Holy Ghost, teaching them to 
observe all things that I command you.” This text, as studied in chapter 2, gives a life- 
long command to teach, to empower, and to help people understand who God is. That 
teaching is holistic. One is taught before baptism, while the second one emphasizes 
understanding and what Jesus commanded us to do and takes place in the Pastor’s Class 
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(Ansah, 2015). In the other words, the discipleship class will help to reinforce and build 
upon what the believer has already learned.  
The discipleship class is a holistic process. It is the study of the 13 vows given 
before membership and the practice that reinforces these vows afterward that helps new 
members stay. Act 2: 42 states, “They devoted themselves to the apostles’ teaching and to 
fellowship, to the breaking of bread and to prayer.” This reinforcement of the teaching 
presented after the 3,000 were baptized gives testimony of a holistic approach to 
discipleship. Finley (2009) states that one of the greatest needs of Seventh-day Adventist 
evangelism today is nurturing new converts: “Evangelism is incomplete without a 
comprehensive strategy of nurture and discipleship” (p. 9). The Great Commission is to 
make disciples—not merely to baptize. Without a well thought-out, intentional strategy 
or discipleship, new converts will often be spiritually weak or leave the church 
altogether. I would once again have to agree with Finley’s (2009) assessment that if a 
church does not have a well-thought-out plan for the disciple post-baptism, new believers 
will be lost in the mix and immediately go back to where they initially started. 
 
Description of Intervention: Discipleship Class 
As it pertains to the description of the discipleship class, this class reiterated core 
doctrines discussed before baptism, as well as various teachings that were not discussed 
before baptism. Proctor and Taylor (1996) indicate that teaching is one of the 
fundamental roles of the pastor (p. 14). Davila (2013) advises, “Decide the elements you 
want to focus on in your class” (para. 1). The first topics were on church history and 
structure. I believe that it is critically important for a new believer, particularly one 
coming from another denomination, to understand that the structure of an Adventist 
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church is widely different from a Sunday church. For instance, in most Sunday churches, 
the tithe stays at the local churches, but when it comes to the Seventh-day Adventist 
Church, the tithe does not stay there. The new believer must understand that we have five 
structures of our church all functioning under one purpose. There have been studies done 
on the history and origin of the Adventist Church. Where did we come from? Who 
founded our church? How long have we been around? Who is Ellen White in the context 
of Adventist history?  Why are there Black and White conferences? What is the future of 
our church?  The literature used for the history portion of class was George Knight’s 
(2004), A Brief History of Seventh-day Adventists.  
The Seventh-day Adventist Church Manual (General Conference, 2016) was used 
as a tool to address the issue of the structure of the church. I firmly believe that when it 
comes to older members, most are not as familiar with our current Church Manual. The 
Church Manual’s main function is to address the issue of structure that exists within the 
church.  
The post-discipleship class also went over the spiritual gifts and helped new 
members identify which members had certain gifts and where the most valuable place 
would be for them to minister. Ironically, you would be surprised how many members do 
not know what their gift is when it comes to doing God’s work. Therefore, the class gave 
the members a chance to evaluate which gifts they have and how those gifts function in 
the church and in the community.  
The class also reviewed some advanced studies such as prophecies, details on 
dress and health reform, proper Sabbath observance, and, most of all, building a 
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relationship with God, all taken from Seventh-day Adventists Believe: A Biblical 
Exposition of Fundamental Doctrines (General Conference, 2005). 
 
Development of Intervention: New 
Member Involvement 
The principle of a new member who joins the family of God becoming involved 
in ministry is biblical. As we read earlier pertaining to natural church development, this 
process is expected in order that the church might grow. I believe it is safe to say that a 
growing church is an active church. However, how soon does the involvement take place 
and what does it look like? The Bible describes that the 3,000 were immediately involved 
in ministry, as described in Acts 2:45-48: 
They sold property and possessions to give to anyone who had need. 46Every day they 
continued to meet together in the temple courts. They broke bread in their homes and 
ate together with glad and sincere hearts, 47praising God and enjoying the favor of all 
the people. And the Lord added to their number daily those who were being saved. 
 
Right after baptism, the new members of God’s church became involved in 
offering their possessions, breaking bread, and eating together. The Great Commission 
commands us, as disciples, to make disciples. How soon does that start? Yes, there is 
training involved, but this essentially is a command not to be onlookers while others do 
the work, but to be involved with the church and with those lost in the world. 
 
Description of Intervention: Community 
and Church Involvement 
Once new members are baptized and enrolled in the post-baptism class, the class 
met and discussed working for Christ according to their gifts. There seems to be an 
unwritten rule that when members are baptized, they have to sit down for a probationary 
period and observe what is being done in the church. However, I personally believe that 
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when members begin to work, then, and only then, does the church become their church. 
There seems to be a connection between using their hands in service, having input in 
meetings, participating in the service, which brings a sense of ownership to the new 
members. Therefore, involvement was expected. Once we identified the gift of the 
member, he or she was placed and trained according to that gift.  
For instance, if we saw that a member had the gift of hospitality, that gift fits into 
a myriad of categories, such as greeters, ushers, or community service. Perhaps the 
member wanted to work with greeters. Once that gift has been confirmed, the member 
would be voted in to work in a training position under experienced greeters. I call this in-
reach involvement, but along with this in-reach, there has to be outreach involvement as 
well. The Great Commission tells us not only to become disciples, but also to make 
disciples; therefore, Bible work or doing Bible studies must be a pertinent point of 
involvement for our new members. The source for these Bible studies could be in the 
workplace, which has taken the place of foreign missions to work for the kingdom (Peel 
& Larimore, 2003). Bible study programs should be available so that members can be 
trained in how to go out, what material to use, how to present a study, and how to deal 
with objections. Having the knowledge to present the Bible is pertinent for a new 
member. Coleman (1993) states, “Jesus intended for the disciples to produce his likeness 
in and through the church being gathered out of the world. Thus his ministry in the Spirit 
would be duplicated manifold by his ministry in the lives of his disciples” (p. 99). There 
is an expectation for those who have been won to Christ to duplicate him- or herself. This 
mandate is no different for new members. These and other issues will be addressed 




Development of Intervention: Worship Service 
As mentioned in chapter 3, Hunter (2013) poses the following question: “Are the 
worship services drawing people together or perhaps alienating them?” (para. 8). This 
question is basically implying that our worship should promote a level of unity. When a 
new member comes into our church, assimilation must take place. The element used to 
bring this assimilation is worship. For instance, John 4:20-24 states, 
20Our ancestors worshiped on this mountain, but you Jews claim that the place where 
we must worship is in Jerusalem. 21Woman, Jesus replied, believe me, a time is 
coming when you will worship the Father neither on this mountain nor in Jerusalem. 
22You Samaritans worship what you do not know; we worship what we do know, for 
salvation is from the Jews. 23Yet a time is coming and has now come when the true 
worshipers will worship the Father in the Spirit and in truth, for they are the kind of 
worshipers the Father seeks. 24God is spirit, and his worshipers must worship in the 
Spirit and in truth. 
 
The Samaritan woman believed she should worship on that mountain, but Jesus 
made it clear that God is looking for worshippers who will worship Him in spirit and in 
truth. This text gives an argument for the main purpose of worship and why we worship. 
Worship was essentially made to bring about unity. It was created to draw us together not 
only with God, but also with each other. In the Discipleship Handbook (Michigan 
Conference, 2015) the idea of unity is reinforced. Leviticus 23:3 states that the Sabbath is 
referred to as a holy convocation or a sacred assembly. This phrase reveals that part of 
the beauty of the Sabbath is in worshiping corporately with other believers. This coming 
together is for new and old believers. 
 
Description of Intervention: Worship Service 
The service itself will encounter adjustments that will help enhance the worship 
experience so that new members may be inspired and uplifted. As stated in the Seventh-
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day Adventist Minister’s Handbook, there are five elements a worship service should be: 
(a) inspiring, (b) joyful, (c) meaningful, (d) experiential, and (e) participatory (Patterson 
& Patterson, 2009, pp. 121-122). I believe when new members are going to join the 
church, they are looking for a place where the sermons that are preached are relational 
and speak to their everyday life. However, at the same time, what also needs to be heard 
is a reiteration of their faith and an empowerment for ministry. Therefore, the sermons 
which are part of the worship service will deal with content such as doctrinal beliefs, 
everyday life, stress management, marriage, finance, as well as prophecy. The music at 
our church at the present time is questionably planned, un-inspirational, and disorganized. 
Therefore, along with the sermons, the music and context will have elements so that there 
is a sense of cohesiveness between the two elements. The current structure of the 
program will be addressed, as will the program order and dead moments within the flow 
of service. 
Conclusion 
In conclusion, we see that a strategy for new members starts well before baptism or even 
before guests arrive at your church. As the saying goes, “If you fail to plan, you plan to 
fail!” When it comes to church growth and retention, we must remember that this 
happens naturally. Just as a seed is put into the ground and grows with sunshine, water, 
and care, the church grows based on the same principle. There is no haste or delay with 
growth, but it does mean a willingness to critique and evaluate the areas that need 
assistance and have the courage to address those issues. This growth that is made 
manifest through membership retention must require mentoring. There must be an Elijah 
to train Elisha; there must be a Paul to train Timothy. There must be spiritual guardians in 
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place so that the journey into Adventism is not done alone, but with a friend who is 
sympathetic and is able to relate to the experiences of the new believer. With growth 
comes the teaching of God’s Word. The new believers must be continually taught so that 
they may understand their vows and so that their beliefs systems can be reinforced. The 
new members must experience using their gifts for the Lord and for the edification of 
their church. This experience, I would say, puts the mortar between the bricks so that the 
house can stand. Finally, when the new member comes in on Sabbath, weary, drained, 
and spiritually run-down, the worship should be uplifting, encouraging, and inspirational, 
so that it brings life and passion back into the believer’s heart. As we address the eight 
factors of church development, I recommend that we assign spiritual guardians to new 
members, continue to give doctrinal instruction, and lift up Jesus on Sabbath. Then we 
will see new members not only stay, but also assimilate faster and remain much longer in 












NARRATIVE OF INTERVENTION IMPLEMENTATION 
 
 
This chapter will give a concise narrative of the strategies implemented at the 
Ebenezer and Gethsemane Seventh-day Adventist church in Greenville and Kinston, 
North Carolina for retention of new members. Before I give a general outline of the 
narrative and experiences, I want to state that the retention of a new member is an 
extremely daunting task. I have experienced highs and lows from the beginning of this 
project. Therefore, I would like to state that I have never attempted any type of retention 
strategy from the beginning of my ministry. In my opinion, we, as Adventists, have 
created a culture that says, “Preach, baptize, and your duty is over.” However, this 
journey has taught me that evangelism is not an event, but a process. This process 
happens from the time the pastor meets the potential baptismal candidate to when the 
person, now a member, begins to be assimilated and begins living the biblical mandate. 
That is ministry! Therefore, my ultimate vision of all new members is that they will 
become evangelists within their sphere.   
This chapter will be divided into two sections. The first section describes my 
experience with implementation of strategies at the Ebenezer Seventh-day Adventist 
church and is divided into the following points: 
1. Groundwork for October 2014 evangelistic meetings 
2. October 2014 evangelistic meetings 
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3. Implementation of retention strategy for October 2014 evangelist meetings 
4. Groundwork for fall 2015 evangelistic meetings 
5. Fall evangelistic meetings 2015   
The second section will describe my experience at the Gethsemane Seventh-day 
Adventist Church.  
1. Groundwork for evangelistic meetings summer 2016 
2. Field school and evangelistic meetings July 2016  
3. Implementation of retention strategy for July 2016  
Once again, each section will contain a concise narrative of my experience with 
the retention of members in both churches.  
 
Groundwork for October 2014 
Evangelistic Meeting 
The first effort of my project was attempted in 2014. My plan was to conduct 
evangelistic meetings with a baptismal goal of at least 20 new members. I started out 
using three Bible workers for these meetings. All three were members of the Ebenezer 
Seventh-day Adventist church. I had used members as Bible workers the year before and 
had had reasonable success; therefore, at the time, it seemed as if this were the right 
decision. One Bible worker had some exposure in doing Bible work in evangelistic 
meetings, another had no experience, and the other who was a senior citizen had been 
doing some on her own, but with limited success. We received over 100 Bible study 
interest cards; however, these interests were mostly produced from the Bible worker with 
limited experience. Eventually, the other two became more of a moral and spiritual 
support to the Bible worker and me than actual Bible workers. The senior citizen seemed 
to be more involved in her own Bible interests than in those that were being generated.   
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The Bible worker with limited experience was the only one who was paid, while 
the other two were volunteers. We met weekly to go over names and for prayer. 
However, if I had to do it over again, I would have spent more time training my Bible 
workers in the field, as opposed to just sending them out. I have limited experience 
myself. My desire just to get the job done without sufficient training was entirely 
unrealistic. This reflection happens to go along with my evaluation about leadership. 
About a year ago, at least eight colleagues of mine did a survey on me called “The three 
colors of leadership.” In this survey, I discovered that my highest strength of leadership 
was setting visions, but my lowest was training.   
In hindsight, more time should have been invested in training, and the 
commencement of groundwork should have been at least one year before the start of the 
meetings. We used Amazing Facts materials for the Bible studies and flyers, banners, and 
word of mouth for advertising. While the Bible workers were being used during the 
week, we also attempted many times to get the congregation motivated and excited about 
evangelism.  
However, in hindsight, there seemed to be a lack of motivation and excitement 
about the idea of holding evangelistic meetings for many. As I look back, this seems to 
have been the hidden key to making sure the meetings went well. All the members, and 
particularly the leaders, needed to be involved in the evangelistic campaign. White (1911) 
stated, “Workers for Christ are needed everywhere. There should be one hundred earnest, 
faithful laborers in the home and foreign mission fields where not there is one (p. 22). 
Once the church members are involved, it is no longer the pastor’s meetings, but the 
church’s meetings. Therefore, as groundwork, more training should have been available 
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for the Bible workers, and proactive planning should have been used so that the best 
results could be produced.  
 
October 2014 Evangelistic Meeting 
The evangelistic meetings that I held in October 2014 lasted for two weeks. The 
participants included a guest-singing evangelist who was a non-Adventist, a pianist, 
ushers, and our Bible workers. By the time the meetings, commenced, I instructed my 
Bible workers that since the meetings had started, the main responsibility would be to get 
the Bible students to the meeting. This, in my opinion, seemed like the reasonable thing 
to do. My thoughts were that at least those who had been exposed to the first lesson of 
Amazing Facts could be presented with other doctrinal beliefs and potential baptisms 
could take place.   
On our first night, we started off on a high and baptized our first candidate, a 
senior citizen who had been convicted about our beliefs and was excited and anxious to 
follow the Lord. However, despite that, the attendance was very low and the membership 
was not proactive in bringing visitors to the meeting. Only those who were designated to 
do Bible work brought people. In hindsight, I should not have been surprised at this, 
especially because of low participation from the members before the meetings. Out of the 
hundreds of Bible studies, dozens of hours spent in the field, and thousands of dollars 
invested, only five were baptized because of these meetings. These five were composed 
of a middle-aged woman, a female senior citizen, a mother-daughter duo, and one male 
teenager.   
Not to be redundant, but looking back once again, I truly feel I should have taken 
more time to train and nurture potential members and get the membership involved more 
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while I moved the meetings to a later date. White (1911) states, “A well-balanced work 
can be carried on best in the cities while a bible school for the training of workers is in 
progress while public meetings are being held (p. 108). In my opinion, these factors are 
what resulted in such dramatically low results.   
  
Retention Plan for October 2014 
Evangelistic Meeting 
After the evangelistic meetings of 2014, we implemented a retention strategy 
involving a discipleship class, mentoring, and church involvement. In my original 
implementation plan, an adjustment to our worship service was going to be a part of my 
strategy, however, due to unrealistic measurable tools, no proactive strategy was 
implemented.    
 
Discipleship Class 
Our discipleship class was not consistent due to scheduling, holidays, 
commitments, and illness. Looking back, I should have held the meetings earlier in the 
year or at a time when the class itself could meet without major holiday interruptions. I 
believe proactive scheduling to avoid such conflicts would have helped with the 
consistency of the discipleship class. In the class, we used the Church Manual and 
Seventh-day Adventists Believe: A Biblical Exposition of Fundamental Doctrines. Even 
though these books were used, looking back, I feel the presentation could have been more 
engaging. The participants seemed to look forward to reading Seventh-day Adventists 
Believe, but not the Church Manual. I should have designed my own material based upon 
the content in a more engaging manner. I functioned as the lead teacher and one of my 
elders was my assistant. This dynamic had its challenges because my elder did not agree 
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that the candidates were ready for baptism; however, he agreed to go along with my 
decision.   
The attendance for the discipleship class was an average of 2-3 students, and even 
that was very inconsistent. Throughout the class one of our students seemed very 
disruptive—she would constantly divert from the lesson and bring us to something she 
wanted to discuss. She seemed to have been going through some unresolved emotional 
suffering which greatly affected her wellbeing. This discipleship class did not continue 
because of scheduling and inconsistent attendance on both students’ and teachers’ parts.  
 
Mentor and Mentee 
Our mentor experience seemed very challenging due to lack of clarity on my part 
concerning the expectations and commitments on the part of the mentor. Out of our 
evangelist meetings, we had a total of five baptized. Of the five, only two decided to 
assist me in my research. However, all five experiences will be shared.   
Mentor 1, who happened to be the father of the young man, was assigned to the 
male teenager. However, because of travel, the mentee could not attend the discipleship 
class and was not part of my research, but is retained and active to this day. Mentor 2 was 
a middle-aged woman who was assigned to the mother who had been baptized. No one 
was assigned to her daughter because both lived in same home and seemed to have a 
close-knit relationship. I connected mentor 2 with this woman because of their closeness 
as friends and colleagues. This proved to very ineffective because the lines of mentor and 
mentee were blurred with friendship challenges and work conflict. Team Mentors 3 and 4 
were a daughter and son who decided to function as mentors to the middle-aged woman 
who was baptized.  
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However, she did not attend or become involved in the church, in my opinion, due 
to her family, addictions, and various dramatic issues. Unfortunately, she died in 2016. 
One of the Bible workers was also assigned to function as mentor 5 and work with our 
senior lady who was also blind. She was baptized on the first night of our meeting 
because she expressed a desire to be a part of our church, but due to illness, she did not 
attend. She also eventually died in 2016.  
Based upon one member’s leaving the church due, in my observation, to 
addiction, the male teenager’s distance challenges, the senior citizen’s lack of attendance, 
and a mother-daughter duo who were new members, but eventually left the church, I felt 
I did not have sufficient information to have a successful conclusion of retention. Only 
two of the five agreed to be part of my research—the mother-daughter duo. Of these five, 
two became involved in the church and took a spiritual gift inventory at a later date.   
 
Church Involvement 
Despite a rocky start, both the mother and daughter who were baptized did 
become involved in church life activity. Both functioned as ushers, participated in 
business meetings, and did the announcements and welcome during service. However, 
due to the distance and a very hurtful encounter with members, they left and joined my 
other church in Kinston.  
 
Groundwork for October 2015 
Evangelistic Meeting 
After a dramatic learning experience in evangelism. I decided to cast the net for 
baptism once again at the Ebenezer church. This time, my plan was to bring in a speaker, 
assist with Bible studies, and by focusing more on the groundwork, hope to gain more 
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baptisms. In my last meetings, I had felt highly overwhelmed by the pressures of pre-
work, preaching the Word, and retention of members after their baptisms. I felt that 
responsibilities or activities needed to be reduced or eliminated for me to be effective. 
For the groundwork, I used one Bible worker who was a member of my church. We used 
word of mouth and flyers to make our event known and we asked a community guest 
choir to sing for us. For the first night of the meeting, we asked and prayed and pleaded 
with the church to engage and bring one person to the meeting and even stated that that 
they were not to come unless they brought someone with them. These pleas proved to be 
of no avail.  
 
October 2015 Evangelistic Meeting 
Our guest evangelist spoke for two weeks and resulted in no new baptisms, but 
eight people rededicated their lives to the Lord. In hindsight, I believe what the church 
needed was not evangelistic meetings, but a revival. However, after this event with no 
new baptisms and a half-implemented retention plan, I decided to throw the net toward 
my other church. I became highly discouraged because of this. The original plan was to 
prepare the ground, baptize, and then retain, but if I had no new members, then I could 
not implement a strategy for retention.   
For a few months, I moved away from this church evangelistically and decided to 
use NCD to check the thermometer of the health of the church. Originally, I was going to 
use NCD to see if there was a correlation between a healthy church and retention of new 
members. However, our NCD score revealed that this church was not in a healthy state 
even to have evangelistic meetings. However, one observation I now notice is that no 
plan for growth through evangelism can be implemented in an environment where 
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evangelism is no longer a priority. In Interpreting your Natural Church Development 
Scores it states, “While people may initially be attracted to a church because of its 
strengths, if the church is not retaining as many of those newcomers as it should, it is 
often because of a weakness in the Minimum Factor area. Strengthening the Minimum 
Factor is often a way to close the back door” (Schwarz & Schalk, 1998, para. 5). This 
research was not my initial plan, but the lowest score that we had among the 8 
characteristics of a healthy church was empowering leadership, which, ironically, was the 
same issue that I had had among the surveys that were done concerning my leadership.   
During the crusade, I felt overwhelmed and discouraged about the meetings. I was 
pastoring two churches, helping with Bible workers, developing new sermons, and trying 
to develop a retention plan. As a pastor, I should have delegated more, brought in 
experienced Bible workers to do the work, and brought the church to a healthy state so 
that some type of plan could be implemented.   
 
Groundwork for July 2016 
Evangelistic Meeting 
Let us try this one more time! I have learned a lot up to this point—what works 
and what does not work! One main lesson I have learned is that “if you fail to plan you 
plan to fail.”  Being overly zealous, lack of planning and delegation, and an unhealthy 
environment will affect anything in life, especially evangelism. This time, I decided to 
throw the net toward my other church, Gethsemane. Ironically, when I was deciding 
which church I was going to use for my project, it was the Gethsemane church that I felt 
led to work with. However, due to pastoral difficulty and challenges occurring at that 
time, I decided to go with the other church. I learned from that lesson that I have a 
tendency to shun challenging situations where I do not feel adequate. The Lord was also 
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directing there, not only to reveal this weakness, but also to learn to follow his voice even 
when it seems uneasy.  
Instead of using members as Bible workers, I realized that to get the best results, I 
needed to use some experienced Bible workers, or at least workers I could train and 
manage with uninterrupted time. Thus, I decided to use students from Andrews 
University and an experienced evangelist. I decided to use an evangelist who had spoken 
at my other church a year before. The other church seemed to have received him well and 
he seemed able to do the work. In February 2016, I invited him to speak at the 
Community Service Day at our church. He attended the church and spoke, but did a 
highly unprofessional job in presentation and content. I became very disappointed about 
his performance, and by that point, Andrews University had decided that he should 
preach, but not teach their students for field school. Based upon these incidents, I decided 
to let him go and do the meetings myself.  
We had three students assigned to our church and we sent out over 3,000 studies 
to the Kinston area. Seminar Unlimited sent out the Bible-study interest cards and 
Amazing Facts did the follow up. I did it this way because the student Bible workers 
would not be available until the meetings started. I did have a Bible worker check on 
some of the names as they came in, but this only lasted for about three weeks. I also 
attempted to have three members produce Bible studies, but due to age, physical 
limitations, and conflicting opinions of how to do the studies, there was no consistent 
follow-up on their part. Therefore, before the meeting started, I mainly used Seminar 
Unlimited and Amazing Facts to do pre-work. Advertising was done through flyers, 
Facebook, banners, and word of mouth.   
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July 2016 Evangelistic Meeting 
The student Bible workers hit the ground running from the first day they arrived 
in Kinston. These Bible workers, once again, were students with limited experience in 
ministry. However, they were very committed to the craft of Bible work and 
demonstrated a willingness to learn. The Bible workers were composed of two males and 
one female. Considering fact that the students arrived at the beginning of the meeting, 
their main foci were to follow up with the Bible study interest already indicated and 
invite that person to the evangelistic meetings. Since this was a field school, the students 
were required to attend class three days a week and make sure notes were turned in for 
the class at the end of the semester. At our first night, over 200 people were in 
attendance. Many were people from the community. We held a community cookout and a 
concert, which is what caused the attendance to be so great.  
However, most of those who came to the meeting were not necessarily from the 
Bible study interest. In observation, we drew a new group of individuals who had never 
been exposed to our studies. We ran the meeting for four weeks, five nights a week. We 
gave away Bibles, Steps to Christ, and even free groceries. These nights brought in 
consistent crowds. However, I still found myself playing multiple duties, which created 
major burnout. I was quite surprised because I gave clear instructions, met with the 
church about what was expected, and still suffered from burnout. However, out of that 
experience, 11 precious souls were baptized. It was not the number I was hoping for, but 
having Bible workers with limited experience, teaching three times a week, and 
preaching night after night, that was not too bad. I had a satisfactory number of 
individuals to do adequate research to see if my theories on retention were correct or not. 
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Of those 11, three were candidates for re-baptism and among those re-baptized were the 
mom and daughter who had been baptized at the Ebenezer church. Their re-baptism two 
years later brought questions to my mind about how adequately prepared they had been 
the first time.   
 
Retention Plan for July 2016 
Evangelistic Meeting 
Between casting the net at the Gethsemane church and leaving behind Ebenezer, 
we had one new member who came in on profession of faith. He was given a mentor, an 
opportunity to attend our scheduled discipleship class, and a spiritual gift inventory; he is 
retained to this day. Before I go into the information on the retention plan, two of the 
eight newly-baptized were to be transferred back to Greenville due to location and travel, 
and the rest were to remain in Kinston.   
  
Mentor and Mentee 
I first told the church that I was looking for volunteers to help with mentoring our 
new members. We had a total of six new members who needed mentors from the 
Gethsemane church. When I asked this question during the business meeting, the 
members literally gave me no response. Eventually, a few members volunteered to assist 
with mentoring. We had a total of five volunteers as mentors at the Gethsemane Seventh-
day Adventist church and two to mentor our members who went back to the Ebenezer 
church. Of the two members who went back to the Ebenezer church, only one stayed; the 
other eventually left the church. Their reasons will be further explained in chapter 6. As 
for Gethsemane, I did not have time to be particularly thorough about all the 
qualifications of a mentor. Since I did not receive adequate help throughout the crusade, 
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all I required were willing individuals.  
We gave all the mentors a job description and gave the mentee a job description 
of what was expected of them. Each mentor functioned for at least eight to nine months. 
This eight to nine month-range was the average time of each member’s research. The 
mother and daughter’s research overlapped between their baptism in 2014 and their 
transfer of membership in 2015 to the Gethsemane church. Along with them was a 
gentleman who came in on profession of faith between the Ebenezer’s 2015 evangelistic 
meetings and Gethsemane’s 2016 evangelistic meetings. These three individuals’ 
research went beyond a year due to their original membership date. Those who were not 
present for at least four to five months from their baptism date were considered new 
members who were not retained. Those who were retained were members who had been 
there at least eight to nine months and were still there. I had originally wanted to track all 
the members for at least three years, but only a smaller scale of research could be 
accomplished. This began on the day of baptism and continued as I gathered research for 
each member. Mentor 1 had three mentees. One of his mentees included a member who 
had been baptized between the ending of the Ebenezer evangelistic meetings and the 
commencement of the Gethsemane evangelistic meetings. Mentor 2 had one mentee, and 
a couple team, mentors 3 and 4, had one; mentor 5 was assigned to the mother-daughter 
team who had originally been baptized at the Ebenezer church. I followed up with the 
mentors from time to time to check on the mentees. It seemed to me that only two of the 





The plan was to re-start a discipleship class at the Greenville church with the two 
individuals there; however, one left and the other began attending our class in Kinston for 
fellowship purposes. Of the seven members assigned to the Kinston church, only two 
completed the discipleship class, and only those two remain to this day. Of the two who 
transferred to Greenville, only one remains. Once again, the purpose of the class was to 
reiterate and study assimilation doctrines such as Sabbath observance, health, prophecy, 
and marriage and the family.  
All the doctrines and teachings that needed to be understood were presented 
before baptism; however, despite that, we still lacked the numbers. The reasons why most 
individuals left will be discussed in chapter 6. However, two of the reasons were family 
issues and the way new members were treated by old members. Before I held the 
evangelistic meetings, I had a chance to do the NCD survey with my church. Ironically, 
the same issue that was present at Greenville was present at Kinston, as well. Therefore, I 
also attempted a NCD implementation while working on the retention plan. Some of the 
ideas that we are doing require mandatory training, reading of literature, a vision 
statement, and making our departments more evangelistic in nature. We started 
implementing these strategies in September of 2016 and we are still working toward 
raising our goal. 
Due to the timing of this project at this church, one more survey may be possible, 
but research has shown that healthy churches work together. Looking back, I can see that 
there is a strong connection between my lack of training, my burnout in 
pastoring/evangelism, and the health of the church. Based on my research, observation, 
and experience, a pastor who does not delegate and does not address the health of the 
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church will always have the same results. Out of the total of 11 who agreed to participate 
in my research, only five remained. Therefore, in chapter 6, I present that part of my 
strategy which seemed to have influenced their retention.  
 
Church Involvement 
Of the five who remained, four became active at the church because of their 
interests and giftedness. New member 1 who is a Black male joined the choir and desired 
to teach Sabbath school lesson at the church. Even though his presence at the discipleship 
class was inconsistent, his enthusiasm to participate was well received. New member 2 
became involved in community service and works in that department to the present time. 
She also expressed interest in teaching the Sabbath school lesson. New member 3 worked 
as an assistant clerk for the church and was one my most enthusiastic students during the 
discipleship class. New member 4 became involved in working in community service at 
the Ebenezer church shortly after baptism and in playing the drums at the Gethsemane 
church. New member 5 never became involved because she moved away, but regardless, 
she is still thoroughly interested in staying with the Adventist church.  
 
Conclusion 
As I conclude concerning implementation of the project, it is obvious that good 
intentions are not enough when it comes to the retention of new members. Just as the 
pastor organized for the event of evangelism, there must also be an intentional focus on 
retaining members. However, even with planning for evangelism, there is still the barrier 
of limited resources, unknown weaknesses, and unrealistic expectations. I will not cease 
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my efforts to retain members, but going forward, I will take my experience, not as a 
failure, but as a learning tool for myself and future evangelists in the years to come.   
Once again, what have I learned? That members should be trained for total 
involvement in evangelism. Last minute planning will always give last minute results. 













EVALUATIONS AND LEARNING 
 
 
My project dealt with strategies for retention of new members at the Ebenezer and 
Gethsemane churches in Greenville and Kinston, North Carolina. This project centered 
around three strategies that were implemented for retention. The strategies were 
mentorship, a discipleship class, and church involvement. This final chapter will share 
the evaluation method, conclusions, recommendations, and professional transformation 
that I experienced in this project and is divided into two sections. The first section will 
reflect the findings and conclusions of the NCD report about each church and its 
relationship with the overall project. The second section will reflect the feedback given 
by the participating members from the surveys and focus group questions.   
 
Natural Church Development 
As we started to reflect on our first section of Natural church development, we 
discovered that our lowest common factor among the eight factors was leadership for 
both churches. I had some challenges in organizing the project for the past few years; not 
only has the NCD report reflected those challenges, but also the results of my “3 colors of 
leadership” survey. In the “3 colors of leadership” survey it revealed that strategy in 
leadership was my strongest leadership point and training of leaders was the area where I 
was weakest. This lack of training, which encompasses empowerment, affected my way 
of pastoring because I experienced burnout, loss of focus, and a “give up” mentality. 
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Here are a few questions that show congruence in the leadership for both Ebenezer and 
Gethsemane Seventh-day Adventist Churches. These questions were picked from among 
the attributes of empowering leadership because of their direct impact on the project 
itself. For examples, both churches agreed on question 52: “Our pastor has too much 
work to do.”  For Ebenezer, the score was 48, while Gethsemane scored 52. Another 
question of relevance was question 31: “Our leaders are good at explaining things.” 
Ebenezer scored 29, while Gethsemane scored 16. 
The third question of relevance was question 45: “Our leaders clearly believe that 
God wants our church to grow.” Ebenezer scored 34, while Gethsemane, that experienced 
more evangelistic success, scored 43. Another question of relevance was question 51: 
“The leaders of our church prefer to do the work themselves rather that collaborate with 
others.” Ebenezer scored 25, while Gethsemane scored 13. These results have a direct 
correlation with my experience throughout the project. I did not properly train my 
leadership team in preparation for the meeting, which, in turn, caused inevitable burnout 
due to the lack of properly assigned tasks. Due to this burnout, I have felt numerous times 
that ministry has been a burden. However, I believe the answer to this is through a share 
ministry approach that involves empowerment, training, which results a share ministry 
distributed among leaders. While I may have pushed for church growth, the clarity of 
how we were going to get there was a constant challenge for me. I would not only 
recommend that leaders train in evangelism, but also encourage ministers to empower the 
leaders to carry out duties with clarity to prevent burnout. This experience may be 




Another factor that seems to affect the overall success of the project was 
providing a structure of growth. There are two questions that I will bring to light that 
reveal this challenge. For question 18, “The leaders of the ministries of our church meet 
regularly for planning,” Ebenezer scored 20, while Gethsemane scored 27. The second 
question is number 60: “It is my impression that the organizational structure of our 
church hinders church life and rather promotes it.” On this question, Ebenezer scored 27 
and Gethsemane scored 31. The strategies for retention in and of itself are structures that 
were set up for growth from a retention perspective. However, without supporting 
structures, such as ongoing training to support that structure, most structures will fail with 
or without a pastor. Therefore, my recommendations would be to structure the church 
from leadership, financial, and experiential levels so that the structures do not collapse. 
This structure may involve designing specific training for each leader within context of 
the church. It may also require budgeting our finances according to the mission of the 
church. 
The third and final factors of relevance are loving relationships. For example, on 
question 30, “In our church it is possible to talk with other people about personal 
problems,” Ebenezer scored 24, while Gethsemane scored 5. Question 32 said, “There is 
a lot of joy and laughter in our church.” Ebenezer scored 28, while Gethsemane scored 
13. Finally, on question 61, “Our leaders show concern for the personal problems of 
those in ministry,” Ebenezer scored 14, while Gethsemane scored 22. One of the 
strategies that were used was mentorship in regards to retention. These mentor/mentee 
dynamics that were established were to promote intentional fellowship with old and new 
members. However, as you will read, some new members left because of hurtful 
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comments made toward them by new members. This should not be a surprise due to the 
low scores in loving relationships. My recommendation is that before any new members 
are added to the church some type of healing needs to happen within the church. This can 
take place by dealing with topics of forgiveness, reconciliation, or even healing wounds 
in the family that may be affecting the church. However, as a leader, if I do not lead out 
in addressing my own wounds, hurts, or setbacks, then leading a church through healing 
will be quite hypocritical and contradictory. 
 
Focus Groups Questions and Surveys From 
New Members 
Below are the conclusions and recommendations drawn from the 9 responses of 
the 11 participants in my research project. Focus group questions were initially given to 
the participants; however, later on in my project, surveys were added to gain a more 
definitive answer about what strategy was most effective. These questions and surveys 
center around the strategies implemented for retention of new members. 
 
Conclusion and Recommendations From Surveys 
Based on the survey given for the Ebenezer Seventh-day Adventist church, 
involvement was the number one factor that influenced retention. To gain even more 
involvement in the future from our new members, possibly Carpenter’s (2014) advice 
could be helpful. He suggested asking new members about how they want to get involved 
in the church. This strategy was followed by our disciple class. No evidence based on the 
survey gave enough evidence that mentorship was a factor in retention. Based on the 
number of participants, I cannot say that I am an expert on retention. Neither can I say 
that the project was adequately researched because of the lack of enough individuals 
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participating in the project. My recommendation would be to make sure an adequate 
number of participants be available to test the project and also that all participants follow 
through with all parts of the strategy. Once again, this challenge has a direct correlation 
with the leadership challenge I experienced in organizing the overall project as seen in 
the NCD findings and the “3 colors of leadership” survey. 
 
Focus Group Questions and Results 
There were seven questions that were asked of the participants in regards to the 
strategies used in retention at the Ebenezer Seventh-day Adventist Church. The first 
question asked, “How has your overall experience been since you joined the Ebenezer 
Seventh-day Adventist Church?” All three concluded that the experience had not been a 
pleasant one. Even though it was based on the survey, it did not give enough information 
to say if mentorship was a factor in retention, but this conclusion does line up with the 
NCD results since Ebenezer received a low score in the area of “loving relationships.” I 
would recommend that this issue be addressed before the church continues to do any 
other evangelism. The second question echoed the same sentiments of question 1: “How 
do you feel about the friendliness of the church?” Based on the responses, all agreed that 
the friendliness is not 100 percent. The third question asked, “What has your relationship 
with your mentor been like? Do you find your mentor to be reliable, friendly, and patient 
since you started your journey into Adventism?” The conclusions for this question are all 
different. One member had no response; one stated, “Do not have one.” Another stated 
that “the relationship has been awesome.”  The member who had no responses could be 
interpreted in a myriad of ways. Based on the overall atmosphere of the church, it would 
be safe to say that the relationship was not pleasant. The fourth question asked, “Did you 
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find the weekly discipleship classes to be effective and thorough for your spiritual 
development or rigid and traditional?”  The results were that the two who attended felt 
the class was effective; one did not attend. Questions number five and six asked: “How 
do you feel about our weekly worship service?” and “Do you understand with clarity the 
sermons that are being presented on a weekly basis?” However, no follow up questions or 
measurable research were carried out to see if there was any relation to retention. 
Question seven asked, “Do you think that your gifts and talents are being used in the 
most effective way at your church? If not, why not?” All agreed that their gifts were not 
being used. One member responded, “No”; the second stated “Did not fully understand 
my spiritual gift/talent”; while the last one stated, “I am scared to used my gift and feel 
the congregation would not like what I do.”  Based upon these answers, it seems that the 
challenge of an atmosphere that was not very friendly and a lack of mentoring leadership 
played a direct part in this question 
 
Conclusion and Recommendations From Surveys 
Based upon the survey at the Gethsemane Seventh-day Adventist Church, our 
discipleship classes were the number one factor that influenced retention, while church 
involvement and mentorship were tied in influence of retention. Once again, as 
recommended earlier, a greater number of participants would have given me a more 
accurate number on whether discipleship classes were the number one strategy for 
retention at this church; however, the result for this small group are the results. As shared 
in chapter 5, a greater effort to empower and train members in evangelism would have 




Focus Group Questions and Results 
Just like the Ebenezer church, the Gethsemane church received the same focus 
group questions. These seven questions were as follows: (a) How has your overall 
experience been since your joined the Ebenezer Seventh-day Adventist Church” (b) How 
do you feel about the friendliness of your church? (c) Do you find your mentor to be a 
reliable, friendly, and patient, as you have started your journey into Adventism? (d) Did 
you find the weekly discipleship classes to be effective and thorough for your spiritual 
development or rigid and traditional? (e) How do you feel about our weekly worship 
programs? (f) Do you understand with clarity the sermons that are being presented on a 
weekly basis? (g) Do you think that your gifts and talents are being used in the most 
effective way at your church? If not, why not? The conclusion for question one was that 
all the members agreed that the experience had been satisfactory. The conclusion for 
question two was that all agreed that the members were very welcoming. The conclusion 
for question three was that all had a positive experience with their mentors. As we can 
see, in comparison to the Ebenezer church, the atmosphere at the Gethsemane church was 
more inviting and welcoming, and the new members had a better mentoring experience. 
The conclusion for question four was that the three who attended agreed that the 
experience had been effective. The conclusion for question five was that even though this 
was not a strategy, all agreed that the worship service was inviting. The conclusion for 
question six was that although this was not a strategy, all agreed that the sermons were 
clear. The conclusion for question seven was that all three who remained agreed that their 




Missing Members 5, 6, and 7 
It is possible to see that members 5, 6, and 7, even though they signed up for the 
project, were absent up to six months immediately after baptism. Member 5 signed up to 
be part of the research, but never attended church service or participated in any of the 
strategies. When asked, “Why did you leave?” the response was “I believe in going to 
church on Sunday.” Member 5 was not receptive to sharing any more information. 
However, why did member 5 get baptized? Were the requirements for getting baptized 
not clear or were they simply ignored? Whatever the answer may be, it is obvious is that 
there is a strong disconnection between baptism and commitment to the Seventh-day 
Adventist Church. Member 6 was baptized in the church, but was not faithful in 
attendance or strategy due to an experience during baptism. Member 6 said that the two 
reasons she left were that she felt somewhat uncomfortable while undressing and putting 
on her gown during the preparation for baptism. Two rooms were designated—one for 
men and one for women. She shared with me that there ought to be some type of partition 
or curtain so that even though you are with the same sex, there can still be privacy. 
Member 7 also signed up to be part of my research, but was absent for a number of 
months immediately after baptism. Ironically, she participated during the crusade with 
our music departments and was very active in it. When I finally found her, in the literal 
sense, she stated that she had moved away and if she had not moved, she would have 
continued going to church. If she had had transportation, she would have continued going 
to church. She said that it was due to family issues that she left home, and major family 
challenges were observed during the meetings, as well. Member 7’s challenge came full 
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circle because she was the daughter of Member 1 who, ironically, had various emotional 
challenges, as well. 
 
Professional Transformation 
As a pastor for 11 years, the project has, without a doubt, forced me to look at 
myself in a way I never have. There are three lessons I have learned in my project; if they 
are ignored, they will have detrimental results. No ministry can survive alone. I, as a 
pastor, have not been called primarily to do ministry, but to empower, lead, and train 
others to do ministry within their gift span. The type of empowerment will lead to more 
team like ministry. Callahan (1999) indicates, “People are drawn to a team that has 
specific mission. They are less drawn to a committee whose preoccupation is 
institutional” (p. 186). Burnout, mental fatigue, and unwanted stress were experiences 
simply because of not following this basic principle. Faulkner (1981) indicates the 
burnout is the closet sin of minsters (p. 11). However, I have left the Ebenezer and 
Gethsemane churches and am currently pastoring a 300-member church in Columbia, 
South Carolina. That experience has forced me to lead, empower, and share leadership. 
For instance we completed a 3-week evangelistic series in conjunction with Elder 
Alexander Bryant from the North American Division of Seventh-day Adventists. More 
than 100 people were baptized as a result of this meeting. Based upon this number, it has 
given me another opportunity to implement a strategy of retention at this church. 
However, this time, our discipleship class was conducted by a train Bible worker with 
components of fellowship and involvement within the class itself. Some of these entail 
meeting, greeting, and learning a person’s name and favorite color and reading Scripture 
during the Bible study. This element added to the class gave it a more fellowship 
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approach than simple doctrine. The mentor program, which is in the appendix, was 
adapted to create and foster fellowship among new and mature believers. In order to 
prevent burnout, this program is now overseen by the Personal Ministry Department and 
evaluated for accountability purposes. We are planning to do our first natural church 
development survey at the beginning of 2019 to assess the health and readiness of the 
church in regards to retention and other evangelistic endeavors. The years of “Superman” 
pastoring is over, and if one does not change, life will force it under the strangest of 
circumstances. The second lesson I have learned is that, just like life, whatever one sows 
in ministry, one will reap. The success or failure of my project cannot be placed on my 
mentors, assistant teacher in my discipleship class, or any outward influence. It falls on 
me as a professional making a right decision at the right time to implement a project to its 
fullest potential. The last lesson that I have learned is something I have developed over 
time as it pertains to evangelism. Discipleship is holistic. It is not Bible study; it is not a 
summer campaign; it is not just church involvement. It encompasses all elements. The 
discipleship class that I implemented in both churches should have included a community 
element. These elements could have been accomplished through a smaller group 
structure. Commiskey (2004) indicates that “seventy-five million adult Americans 
regularly attend a small group (not including all the teenagers and children in groups)” (p. 
11). (Kirkpatrick (1995) indicates: “Pastoral psychologist Robert Leslie supports this 
view and maintains that small groups can provide the medium for the king of personal 
sharing spiritual renewal that so many of us yearn for in an otherwise fractured world” (p. 
23). Latini (2011) further echoes the same sentiments: “In essence, small groups foster 
supportive and caring interpersonal relationships as a form of re-embedding in response 
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to time-space distantiation in late modernity” (para. 3). Beckham (2004) indicates that the 
small group movement is the prototypical New Testament unit for ministry (p. 28). For 
instance, our textbooks for the class were the Seventh-day Adventist Church Manual and 
the Seventh-day Adventists Believe: A Biblical Exposition of Fundamental Doctrines. We 
read these books and asked various questions from the material. In his study, Dodson 
(2012) teaches that discipleship is vertical, horizontal, and diagonal. The vertical refers to 
our relationship with Christ, the horizontal deals with our mission as disciples, and the 
diagonal refers to Jesus as being in control of our lives. This type of discipleship goes 
beyond a simple doctrinal understanding and places an emphasis on a relationship with 
Christ and with each other. Therefore, the desired outcome of evangelism in the context 
of methods used is for the individual to become more like Christ, which results in 
discipling someone else. Zunkel (1986) indicates, “All of us can draw near to friends and 
neighbors and share our faith with them. It may not come naturally to us, but faith sharing 
can be learned” (p. 58). A person does not become a disciple fully until he or she begins 
to disciple someone else. I believe that is why we strategize and retain—so that those 
who come in may bring others to Christ just as they were. 
 
Conclusion 
Based on the seven of 11 participants who went through the strategy, I can 
conclude that church involvement and discipleship were the top strategies that helped 
influence retention for these members. However, there are some obvious growth factors 
that still remain. I shared in chapter 1 that both churches experienced both baptisms and a 
lack of retention. However, at least five years later, we still have not broken that trend of 
baptisms and retention as I desired. Even though there was only one NCD survey done 
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for both churches, it is obvious that any strategy implemented in an unhealthy 
environment would be difficult to implement. Even though we have no correlation 
between the retention level’s staying as the church health score rises, we can conclude 
that the NCD’s lowest minimum factor does contribute to any strategy being 
implemented in the church. More research needs to be done on the retention of members. 
Based on the research strategies, I firmly believe that retention involves committed 
leaders, creating a healthy atmosphere for evangelism, the involvement of new members, 
and discipleship. Through these elements, churches will create a community that 
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On a scale of 1-5, one being strongly agree and 5 No option, Please rate your level of 
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I will not leave your orphans: I will come to you 
 
Like newborn babe, crave spiritual milk, so that by it you may grow up in your salvation 
 
Brothers and sisters, I could not address you as people who live by the spirit but as people 
who are still worldly- mere infants in the faith 
 
The mentor functions as a companion, accountability partner and representative for the 
new member as he or she integrates into the Seventh-day Adventist church 
 
Requirements 
-One year commitment that commences baptism day 
-Make sure new members attends all services at the church 
-Weekly prayer for new members 
-Be present with new member at all services 
-Be aware of any temporal needs that the new member requires 
-The mentor may be required within his or her resources to assist new members 
-Introduce new member into your own social network within the church/community 
-Answer doctrinal questions 




































IRB Application Protocol 
 
 
Title and Purpose of the Study: 
 
New Member Retention Strategy for the Ebenezer Seventh-day Adventist Church and the 
Gethsemane Seventh-day Adventist Church 
The task of this project is to develop and implement a strategy for retention of new 
members. This project will be evaluated to observe if new members are retained at the 




The people are who will be involved in my group are the church members that have 
volunteered to mentors and new members that have been baptized. There is not a target 




The recruiting for mentors and newly baptized members will be through a verbal personal 
invitation and email!  
The emails will be presented as followed: 
Mentors- I Pastor Keith Woodard would like for you to function as a mentor for our 
newly baptized mentors 
Newly Baptized- I Pastor Keith Woodard would like for you to be part of research project 




The mentor for this project will given an opportunity to contribute to the our new baptize 
members through prayer, spiritual tour guide and acting as accountability partner with the 
Pastor in order that the member is growing in Christ. The new members have the 
privilege of having engaging bible seminars while learning their own talent and gifts and 




The risk that comes with this project is to very minimal. The only risk that I can see 
happening is for the new member to feel like guinea pigs rather than a more natural 
process of discipleship  
 
Data Collection:  
 
The data will be collected through focus groups question done by the new members. The 
new members will receive and answer the questions at a called meeting. The called 
meeting will also be an opportunity to gain feedback and reflection on their journey as a 
 
102 
new member from the Pastor. Natural Church Development Survey’s will also be used 
for data collection. Thirty members from each church will be filling out the surveys 
including the Pastor. 
 
 
Securing of Data: 
 
The data will be anonymous with no names written on surveys. The data will be secure in 
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